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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM AND DEF IN IT IONS OF TER.Jv!S USED
One of the main purpo ses of our nation-wide educational
system is to provide for a transmission of our culture to
our childr en .

In addition, we have attempted to advance

our knowledge and to contimte to grow from one generation
·· ,

to

th~

next.

Unfortunately, for some youth educational

methods, in common practite, have been sadly deficient.l
A number of the children who have been unsuccessful
in learning in the existing system have b e en unable to
succe ed not because of the syst em itself but because of
mental, physical, or emotional problems
the learning proce s s.

whic~1

inhibit

Unl0ss these difficulties ar e

diagnosed and treated these children will be unable to
lec..rn.

?

~

The r e cognition and subsequent interest 1n these
cJ1iJ.dren with learning problems has resulted in public

-------·--------l John H. Pollack, "Oppor tu nities for : the Learning
Disabled: Title III , E.S. E.A.," Success f ul Pro ~ :lrr.ing_
Fifth Annual Conference of the Assoc1at1"011tor C 1 dren
with Lea rni ng Disabilities (San Rafae l , Ca liforni a :
Academic Ther ap y Publications, 1969) , p.l49.
2 r·01· d .

2

pressure f or appropriate programs.3

One group which has

been identified as having learning problems and for which
programs have been createrl in CaliforJtia has been
nated as Educationally Handicapped.

desig-

The classification

procedure f or identificat ion of Educat ionally Handicapp ed
children require s a psycholo gica l evaluation.

Frequently

this batt e ry includes an individually administered
ligence test, an achievement
gestalt test.

test~

intel-

and a visual-motor

On the basis of th e results of thi s battery

of tests a chi ld may be pl a ced in the Educationally Handicapped program.

The child mu st demonstrate an e ssenti a lly

normal in t ellect but :nus t also be retar d ed in his achievement, and meet th e criteria not ecl in the California
Code required for placeme ~ t.

Education

4

Following th e inception of the Educatio ral ly Handicapped
program the school psychologists became aware of an emine n t
problem.

While the psycholo g ist had a variety of c lassifi-

ca tory tools available for evaluati on , the i na bility to
transla t e testing information in t o curriculum for the
subject inhibited the effectiveness of the program.

It

3norothy Sh ip e, "Br a in Behavio-r Re l ationships ,"
Succes sful Progr amin g , Fi f th Annual Conference of the
Assoc GtTon ±or CllliCircn with Learnin g Disabi 1·- ties (S a n
Raf ae l, Californi a : Acad em ic Ther ap y Publications, 1969),
lJ. 1 2 2 .

4C alifornia State Department of Education. Re gu lat ions
Relati ng to Spe c ial Edu c ation Pr ograms fo r Educationally
lla ndic :lrr·ccl ~rrno--rs:- . Re a u 1 at io ns adop t ~by t he s ta t. e B-oa rd
of . .~duc a t IOn· on Decemb er 12 and 13 , 1963 , am .ncl i ng and
addin r. t o Ti t le V of the Calif orn i a Aclm:i.n is tr a tive Code.
•J

3

became apparent that diagnostic instruments which gave
implications for educational plannin g were necdcd.s
One instrument which was dev e loped, the Illinois
Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities, attempts to descr i ptivcly analyze sensory functionin g and assist with planning for remediation of learning problems.
in closi ng the gap between the
educational programing.6

It ha s as sisted

p~ychological

dia gnosis and

This instrument might be a

valuable addition to the evaluation battery require d for
identification of Educationally tlandicapped children if
it specified the sensory modes in which the children were
defici ent and concurrently would provide for curriculum
development for remediation.
Wiseman? described the Illinois Test o£ Psycholin guistic Abilities as nsampling many of the functi ons of the
learning process ."

In addition, the test \¥as based on a

moclcl which: he noted, outlin es "the various components
that permit the human organism to receive assimilate,
process, store, and express information."

The model

SL ester Tarnopol, " Testing the Educationally Handicap ped Child.," AcadcJ!liC Thcraoz Quarterly, III (Winter, 1967)
p 81.

6oouglas E. Wiseman , "Th e ITPA and Remediation;!' SuccessProgrnming, Fifth Annual Conference of the Associ a tion
for Chihlren with Learning Disabilities (San Rafael, California: Academic Therapy Publications, 1969), p.84.
fu~

7Ibi~., p . 81

4

outline~

the learning proces s with its comp lexity and

interrelatedness.
Prior to institutin g programing based on this test
battery one should determ ine the appr opri a t eness of its
use with the children with educational handic ap s.
Educationally Handicapped children be found to

Sl1ould .

demonst r~te

specific sensory modal difficulties as measured by the
Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities then programing
experimentation based on this model would be appr opriate.

I.

THE PROBLEM

Statement of the Problem
This study was initi ated to <letermine the value of
the Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic

Abili~ies

in identi-

fication, diagnosis, plac em ent, and program development
for children designated as Educationally Handicapped. Related
to the problem were three basic questions:

(1) Does

the Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities identify
specific se nsory modality deficiencies in Educationally
Handicapped Children?

(2)

Do Educationally Handicapped

boys diffex from Educationally Handicapped girls in their
sensory moda l profiles?

and (3)

Are there differences

between Educationally Handicapped boys who are pcrlormance
orient ed

011

the Wec hsler Intelligence Scale for Children

and Educationally liandicapped boys who are ve rbally oriented

5

on the Wechsler Scale in their sensory modal abilities?
§i~~ficance

and Importance of

t J~

!)roblem

Assumin g that the Illinois Test of Psycholin guistic
Abilities were found to be an appropriate instrument for
describing the learning disabilities commonly found in
the population of children labeled educationally handicapped then a direction for rem ediat ion of learning
p-rob 1 ems might be apparent.

Teachers are b eco~ning more

concerned with "learning" than \vi th "teaching".
becoming learning specialists.

·.!hey are

They are now beginning to

understand that a child with a memory problem may have
difficulty with spelling and arithmetic combinations
because of his recall deficiency.

They are ready to

understand that children do have reception, processing,
and exp ession difficulties and they want to know what
they can do about them and with which students to use
the techniques.8
Before one initiates specific prog r aming for children
with learning problems it is important for teachers to
have some conceptualization of the types

of learning

problems the children in these classes possess.

Programing,

6

materials, and the emotional climate to be set in the
classroom are all dependent upon the needs of the
children.9
The answers to the questions JlOSed in this study
may have significance:

(1)

In terms of programing as

it i s dic tated by the needs of the Educationally !Iandi-

capped students;

..

~

(2)

For future development of materials

.for reme di ation of learning disabilities;

(3)

For

early identification of ~hildren with learning problems;
and (4) For research and development of preventative
programing.
II. PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
The

~1rpose

of this study was to attempt to describe

the Educationally Handicapped students in terms of their
specific modal learning disabilities as tested
Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities.
accomplish this it was necessary:

(1)

by the
In order to

to compare the

sensory modal profiles of the Educationally Handicapped

9sophia T. Salvin, ''Prescriptive Team Teachin g for
Adol escent Jlandicapped Students Within A Public School
Sett~n g,~
Learnin~ Disorders (Seattle:
Special Child
Publ 1cat1ons, 1966 , p. 343.

7

Children and the Normative population, ( 2) to determine
if measur able differences existed between tlte girls le ar nin g
disabilit ies a nd the learning pro b l ems o f the boys ident ifi ed as Educ at ion a lly Handicapp ed, an d ( 3 )

to d'3tcrm ine

whether Educationally Hand ic apped boys ,..,rho exh ibit ed h igher
performa nce a bi l ities on the Wechs le r Int ell i gence Sca l e
for Children pe rforme d significantly dif fe rent on the
Illinois Test of Psycholin gui s ti c Abilities f ro m boy s who
achi eved

v~rba ll y

orien ted scor es on

th~

We chs·le r .

Afte r ··

applyin g the statistical procedures to the f indings it wa s
determined which, if any, common a reas of sensory modal i ty
def ici enc.i es ex is ted amo ng Educ s. tionally lland ic app ed
children.

III. HYPOTHES ES
Three major comparisons were presented as th e major
hypotheses with sub-hypotheses fo r each of the indivi dual
suhtests on the Illinois Test of Psychol inguistic Abilities .,
The major hyp otheses utilized the compos i te sco r e, t ot a l
mean language age, for comp a rison.

The sc a led scores on

the individu a l subt ests were use d f o r subtest compa risons.
!ir..r: oth t:s is

.!_

The fir st hypo t h es is wa s tha t the psycholinguistic
abi 1 i t ies o f th e Educ a t i on e1l ly I! an d icapped children \vou ld
not di f fer fr om those children reported in the no rma tiv e

8

data on the Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities.
Relating to this hypothesis were the following subhypoth eses:
Hypothesi~

1a :

The J\udi tory Il.eception subtes t scores
of the Educa ti.onally l!anc.licapped
subject s would not differ from the
su bjects i n th e normative data.

Hypothesis lb:

The Visual Reception subtest scores
of the Educational ly Handicapped subjec ts would not differ from the subjects
in th e normative data.

Hypothesis lc:

The J\nditory-Vocal Associ-ation subtest
scor es of the Edu c ationally Handicapped
subj ects would not differ from the
subjects in the normative data.

Hypothesis ld:

The Visual- Motor Association subtest
scores of the Iduca tionally I·landicappe<l
subj ects would not differ from the
su bj e cts in the normativ e data.

Hypothesis le:

The Verba l Expression s ub tcst scores
of the Educationally Handi capped subjects would not <liffer f rom the subjects
in the normative data.

Hypothesis lf:

The Manual Expression subtest scores
of the Educationally Handicappe<l subjects would not differ from the subjects
in the normative <lata.

Hypothesis lg:

The Grammatic Closure subtest scores
of the Educational ly Handicapped subjects would not <liffer from the subjects
in th e normative data.

Hypothesis lh:

The Supplementary Test 1: Auditory
Closure subtest scores of the Educationally Jlan<l i capped subjects woul d
not differ from the subjects in the
norm ative data.

Hypothesis li:

The Supplementary Test 2: Sound
Bl e nd ing subtest scores of the Edu ca-

9

tionally Handicapped subje cts wou ld
not differ from the subjects in the
normcttive data .

.. .

Hypothesis lj:

The Auditory Se quential Mem ory subtest
sco res of the Educationa lly Ha ndic apped subje cts would not differ from
the subjects in the normative data.

Hypothesis lk:

The Visual Sequ ential Memory subtest
scor es for the Etlucation a lly !landicapped
subjects woultl not differ from the
subjects in the normativ e data.

H[pothesis 2
The second hypothesis considered the possibility of
sex differences as a possible factor in learning modality
abilities.

It was hypothesised that the psycholinguistic

abilities of boys and gir:s in the Educationa lly Handicapped
programs would not differ .
Hypothesis Za:

The Audit ory Reception subt est scores
of the Educationally Jlandicapped boys
woul d not differ from ~he scor es of
the girls.

Hypothesis 2b:

Th e Visual Recepti on sub test s co1~es of
the Educationally Handicapped boys would
not differ from the scores of the girls.

Hypothesis 2c:

The Auditory-Vocal Association su btest
scores of the boys would not differ
from the s cores of the girl s.

Hypothesis 2d:

The Visual-Motor Association subtest
scor e s of the boys would not di f fer
from the scor es of the girls .

Hypoth esis Ze:

The Verbal Expression subtest scores
of the boy.s would not differ from the
scores of the g irls.

Hypothesis 2£:

The ~!3nua l Expres s ion sub test scores
of th e boys would not differ from the
scor es of the girl s.

10

.. . .

Hypothesis 2g:

The Grammatic Closure subtest scores
of the boys would not differ from
the scores of the girls.

Hypothesis 2h:

The Supplementary Test 1: Auditory
Closure subtest scores of the boys
would not differ from the scores of
the girls.

Hypothesis 2i:

The Supplementary Test 2: Sound
Blending subtest scores of the boys
would not differ from the scores of
the girls.

Hypothesis 2j:

The Auditory Sequential Memor·y subtesL scores of the boys would not
differ from the scores of the girl s.

Hypothesis 2k:

The Visual Sequential Memory subtest scores of the boys would not
differ from the scores of the girls .

!iY.yothesis 3
The third set of hypotheses was conc erned with the
differences between the boys who had scored at least one
standard deviation higher on the Performance subtests on
·the Wechs ler Intelligence Scale for Children than on the
Verbal subtests and those boys in the Educationally Handi capped program also, who had sco red higher on the Verbal
than the Performance subtests on the Wechsler .

It was the

hypothesis that the verbally skil led Educationally lfandicapped subjects would not perform significantly better on
the language related Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic
Abilities than the performance oriented subjects.
Hypothesis 3a:

The verbally skilled subjects would
not perform significantly better on

11

th e Auditory Reception subtest t h~n
the pe r formance - or iented su bjects.
Hypothesi s 3b :

The v er bally sk ill ed subjects would
no t perf orm sign i ficautly better on
t he Visua l Recep tio n subtest than U1e
p erformance oriented sub j ects .

Hypothesis 3c:

The verball y ski ll ed subjects would
not perform s~gnificantly be tter on
the Auditory -V ocal Ass ociat i on subte st
th an the performanc e ori en t ed sub j e cts.

Hypothesi s 3d:

The Ver bally skilled s ub ~cts would
not per f orm sig nific an tly bette r on
the Visu al-Mot or Association sub test
than the performanc e or i ~n ted subjects.

l~pothesis

3e :

The
not
the
the

verb a lly skilled s ubj e c ts would
perform signific a ntly better on
Verbal Ex p res s ion subtest t ha n
performance orien ted sub jects.

Hypothesis 3£ :

The verbally skilled su bjects would
not perfor ~ si gnific antly better on
th e Ma nu al Expre ssio n subtcst than the
perfo r ma nce oriente d suh j ects.

Hypothesis 3g:

The
not
the
the

Hypothesis 3h:

The verbally skille d subjects would
not perform si gni fic a ntl y be t ter on
the Su pplemen tary Test 1 : Auditory
Closu re sub test th an the performance
ori ented subjects.

Hypothesis 3j;

The verbally s k illed subj e cts wou l d
not perform si gni ficant ly b e tt e r on
the Auditory Sequential Memory s uhtest
th an the performance orient ed subjects .

Hypothe s is 3k :

The verbally s k ill ed subj e cts wou ld
not perfor m s i gni ficantl y bett e r on the
Visu a l Sequen tia l Mem ory subt e st than
the pcrfo rm~ nce or iente d su bje ct s .

verbally skille d subjects would
perform signi f ic a ntly better on
Gramm a t i c Closure subte st th a n
performa nce or iented subj ect s.

12

IV. ASSU MP TIONS AND LI MITATI ONS
Assumptions .and Li1ni.tati ons_
Certain assumptions and limitations were necessary
from the onset of the study .
1.

They included the follovling:

The childr e n inclt1decl in this samp l e of stude n ts
,vere rep re s en t a ti ve of Edu cat io na lly !Ian dic a pp ed
childr en in the San Juan Uni fi ed School District
who met the speci f ications of this study.

1

.. ..

2.

The children enrolled in the pro g ram ha d been
selected as di~ectcJ by the provi sio ns in the
Californi a State Education Code for Edu cationally
Handicapped placemen t.

3.

The Wechsler Intell igen ce Scale f or Children
appropriately a dm inistered and record e d by a
school psycholo g ist or psychometrist and the
results as reco rded were acce p ted fo r t h e
purpose of this study as va l i d .

4.

The Illi noi s Test of Psychol inguistic Abilities,
Revised Edition, adequately measured th e sens ory
modalities as specified in this study.

5.

The social or economic factors were not included
as vari ab les in this study although both may
have relevance in r eg a r d to learning p roblems.
Sociological informat ion was no t available
through the school district or other sources.

6.

The collection, administration, a nd i nterpretation
of test data was conducted by a single examiner
to maintain tonsistency.

w~>-s

V. DEFJNITIO N OF TERMS USED
The following definitions of terms were u t ilized
jn

this study:
1.

Co mposite Scores: The I 11 ino is Test of Psycho~
11nguis tic Abifit:i. 0s total mean lan guage age

13

score as derived by taking the sum of th e ten
subtest scores and dividin g by ten is t he
composite score. The two Suppl em entary Su b te sts arc not considered for in cl us ion as
specifi e d in the Examl:.~~-r · 1' ~ r~anu a 1.10
2.

Educationally Handicapp ed : This term was
adopTeat)y the-~i 963CciTIToT nia State Legislature
(I3il l A.B . 464) to i nclude minors o t h er than
physic ally handicapped or menta ll y retarded min ors,
described in the California Educati on Code,
Section 6750, who s e " learning problems are
associated with a beha~ioral di s or der or a
neurological handicap or a combina tion th ere of~
and who exhibits a si gnifi c ant discrepanc y
between ability and a chievern ent."ll

3.

Lea~nin g Dis abil ity Group:
One of the pro grams
avail ab le to student s who have been sel ected as
Educationally Hand ic apped is t he Learning Disability Pro gram. Stud e n~s who par ticip ate in
this program are enro l led in a reg u lar cl as sroom but receive additional instruction for a
mini mum of one hou r daily by a te ache r for the
Educationally Ha nd icap ped . Pr oc ech1re for
admittance to f9 is program is the ~;a me as f or the
Special Class. ~

4.

Normative Data: The normative data refers to
the informatiOn avail able on the No r ma tive Group
for the Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities
standardization procedures.l3 The speci fi c
characteristics were discussed in Chapter II o£
this study under the su bheading of Illinois Test
of Psycholinguistic Ab ilities: Histor i c a l Development.

lOsamuel A . Kirk and oth e r s , Examiner 1 s Ma nual:
Illinois
Test of Psycho linguistic Ab ilities LlliTi10IS: Un1vcrs1ty
of Illinois, 1968), p. 47.
llcalifornia State Department of Education, loc. cit.

12Ibid.
...1 3 John N. Pa r askev opoulo s and Samuel A. K.irk, The
D ~!l?...E!:'e;r~_!- .~nd ~~c J10_me~ic. Charac,t ~r istics of the . Rev ised
--rcn1cag o : - r.r
l l no::. s l est of V.sycJlOT ll'1,1:;U 1 ~ t lC Ao 111 t lCS
---·
·-,-·
Un iversity of I llinoi s Press, 1969 .1, p . 50 .
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5.

Performance Oriented: Those Educationally Jlandicapped Childrenwn-o s-e sc ore on the Pcrfo Amance
Scale on the Wechsler Inte lli gence Scale for
Children was on e standard deviation (fift ee n
pointsf or more above the score on the Verbal
Scale. 4

6.

Psrcholin guistic: Language is a system of symbols
wh1ch stand for ideas, feel ings, and objects.
Langua ge involves more than just the production
of speech, it must include the psychological
foundations for this behavior, t he struc tu re
of the language and th e relationship of the
two. This relationship is psycholinguistics.lS

7.

Sense Modalities: For the purpose of this study
s-ense modaiTt1es are those channels, neurological
in nature, which allow information to he received
and processed and expressed in the human organism.
Included were the recep t ive modalities , both
auditory and visual in nature, and the exp ressive
modalities, vocal and kinesetic.

8.

Special Class: "Under this pro gram Educationally
Handicapp ecr-pu pi 1 s unab 1 e to fu.nc t :L on in a regular
cl ass are assig ned to a special cl a ss. At the
elementary level the special class shall be maintained for a minimum school day. No minor shall
be required to participate in a program f or the
Educationally Handicapped unless there is the written
consent of the parent or guardi a n. The child is
admitted to the program on the basis of an individual evaluation according to the standards establish ed by the State Board of Education and upon
the recommendation of an admissions committee
which shall include a teacher, a school nurse
or a social worker, a school psychologist, or

14Joan A. Hart, "Using the ITPA in the Psychiatric
Department of a Pediatric Hospital," Aus t ralian Council
for Educational Research: Bulletin for Psychologists
TAus t r a 1 1 a : s c"l10 o 1 Psycho 1 o g 1 s t s , 1'961) , p • 1 .
lSJames J. !vlcCarthy, "Qualitative and Quantitative
Di ff er e nces in the Lan gua ge Abilities of Young Cerebral
Palsied Chiltl ren ," Selected Studies on the Illin oi s Test
of Psycholinguistic AD1T1 t1esll.lfi'nOTs_:_Umvers1 tyo!
ITlino is ~-r9 63), p. rr----
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oth e r pupil personnel \vorker, a principal or
supc.:rvisor and a licen se d physician."lo
9.

yerhally Or~ent ed : Those Edu c a tionally ll a ncli=
cap p e d c h i 1 d r e n 1v h o s e s cor e on the Verb a 1
Sc ale of the Wec hsler Intel li ge nc e Scale f or
Children was on e s tan dar d devi a tion (fi f teen
points) or more above the s core on the Perf ormance Scale.l l

VI. SU MMARY
The first chapter of this report:

(1 ) provided an

introduction to the study, (2) presented the problem

and the significance of the pro b lem,

(3) stated the

hypoth es es , (4) specified the as s umptions and limitations
on which the research was based, and (5) defined the
significant t erms utiliz e d in the study.
Four additional chapters

complet~

II presents a review of the literature

the study.
r~lated

Chapter

to the

children with Educational Handicaps and research studies
utilizing the Illinois Test of Psy c holingui stic Abilities
and Wechsler Scale for children.
presented in Chapter III.

The research design is

A thorou gh discussion of the

subjects and the test instruments is provided.

Included in

Ch apter IV ar e the results ~f the study with a discussion
of each hypothesis.

Chapter V, which completes th e study,

provides the conclusions based upon the investigation and
reco mm endations for future res e arch.

16C alifornia State Department of
17nar t, loc. cit.

Educat ion~

loc. cit.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
A review of literature related to this study is
presented here in three main divisions:
1.

Literature regarding children with Educational
IJ and icaps.

2.

Research Reports on the Illinois Test of
Psycholinguistic Abilities.

3.

Research Literature on the Wechsler Intelligence
Sc ale for Children.

Childrenyith Educational Handicaps
The initial section describes the research available
on children with Educational Handicaps.
to cxami:i1e this info1·mation

regarc~ ing

It was impo rtant

those subj cc·s

designated as Educat ional ly Handicapped because of the
limited use of the term.

California public schools

have used this term to designatE: chil<.lren with lear ning
problems not associated with retardation and not already
provided f or in the California Edu cat ion Codc . 1

Other

states have similar programs or designations; therefore,
the literature was reviewed so that the specific ch ara cteristics of these subjects could be summarized.

!california St ate Department of Education, loc. cit.
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]{esearc..b:__R c~ts

with the Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic

Abilities
Section Two includes the historical development of
the Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities and a
summary of the research studies utilizing this instrument.
for chil dren with similar difficulties to those of the
Educationally Handicapped child.

This section includes

the pertinent studies of boys' performance as compared
to girls' performance on this instrument.
Research Literature on the We chsler Intelli gence Scale
for Children
The final section discusses the Wechsler Intelligence
Scale for Cl1ildren studies on ch ildr en with learning problems and the performance comparison between boys and girls.

I.

CHILDRE N WITH EDUCATIONAL HANDICAPS

Effective in 1964, the State of California legally
recogni zed children who were signific an tly behind in their
educational achievement, with a specific designation of
programming termed "for the Educationally Handicapped. "
The term Edu cat ionall)' Ilandicapp eel adopt ed by the 19 63
legislature of the State of California (AB 464) included
children consi<lercd neurolo gi cally handicapped, emotionally
handicapp ed or a combination thereof.
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The Cali fornia State Board of Edu c ation defines an
Educational ll and ic ap as:

"A mino r describ ed i n Etl ucat ion

Code Se c ti on 6750 whose learning problems are associated
with a behavior al diso rder or a neuro lo gical handic ap or
a comb i nation thereof and who exhibits a significant dis-crepancy behJecn abi lity and ach ievem ent." !.
Admission to the prog r am r equire d an individually
administered evaluation and the recommend ati on of an
admissions committee.

Th e committee includ ed a te a cher,

a school nurse or social wor ker, a sch oo l psycholo gist or
other pupil personnel worker, a principal or superv isor,
and a licensed physician, 3
Desc r iption of Edu c ati on al l y lL1 n9.-i capped
A variety of descriptive l iterature is avai l able
reg ar ding chil dr en with educational handicaps.

Included

are varying descriptions depending upon the special i st
doing the obs erving: medjc a l--phy s ici a n, mental--psychologist, emotional--psychiatrist, a nd educ a tional--teacher.
Three of the major categories which a re of concern in the
description of Educational Handicaps are: the medical,

2c a liforni a State Department of Education, Educati on
Code, (S ec tion 1, Chapter 7.1 Division 6), Sacra-mento :
Californi a .

)9

behavioral, and educational.4
Medical terminolo gy tends to label a disorder in
terms of the etiology:
defect.

this is oft en related t o a brain

Often the chil dren are labeled by s ,_tc h ter mi n-

ology as neurolo gica lly handicapped or imp a iredl· braininjur ed, brain damaged, minima l cerebral dysfunction , c e n tr a l
nervou s system disorder, or orga nic di s order.

All of thes e

terms imply an orga nic etiology as a n e xpla nation of the
devi ati on in d eve lopment.
These ch ildren are oft en described in behavioral
terms through labels such as:

learning disability, per-

c eptual handicaps, develop mental imma tu rity , hyperkj.net ic,
a nd/o r various terms in t he ca teg ory of apha3ia such a s
dyslexia, dyscalculia, or dysgraphia.
t~ese

Althoug h

so m~

of

terms also imply a central nerv6us sy s t em deficit,

prima r y concern is with the behavioral implications .
KirkS descri b es learning pro b l em s i n relation to
three cat eg ories:

academic, non s ymboli c , and symbolic.

Any of the thre e ma y be rel a ted to the oth er category .
Th e child who has an academic disa b ility such as re ading
may have a symbol i c disorder which inhibi t s his und e rstanding of l angu a ge and prevents reading .

4Jerom e Ilel lmuth (ed.), L~ nrni__}_R Disorde~, (Seattle ,
Washington: Sp e cial Child Puol i cat1ons , 1%8), Vol III, pp.398 -9 .

srb id ,
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While r ea ding disabilities arc not uncommo n in
school childr en the etiology of the reading problems often
co:nfus es the cdu c a tor.

Chi .ld-r-cn 1vho are retarclcd in read-

in g b e c au se of cnvironment 3.1 or instructional factor-s, but
who do not show psycholo g ic a l chara c teristi c s which are
deficient, respond to remedial or corrective r ead ing
tech niques.
·· Chi ldren , however, who show deficient " psy cho lin-·
guistic characteristics" which inhibi t r eading do not
re ad ily respond to t raditional remedial reading techniques .
..,
Kirk' cites Ma rion Mon roe's use of the t erm as a title

oi her book "Chi ld r en Who Cannot Read" as be ing most
descriptive of th e problem but a dds " becau se of psych o log ica l dev el opmental deficits.''

Other de scri ptive

lab els in clud e : word blindness, strephsymb ol ia, congential alexia, dysl exia , con genita l s ymbol amblyo p ia,
bradylexia, sp ecific reading disability, and amnesia
visu al is.
Dis ab ilities in writing and arithmetic may a lso be
related to a psy cholo g ical d efi cit.

Writ i ng is often

found t o be diffi cult for chil dre n who experience problems

6no nald Durrell, HTh e Inf l uen ce of Readin g Ability
on Inte ll i ge nce Measure s," J ournal of Edu cationa l Psvcho ··
l ogy_, Vol. 24 , Sp ctember , 19 33 , p. 416.
7II ellmut h , loc. cit.
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in 111otor ex pr es sion.

Arithmetic difficult ies appear to

b e associated witl1 deficiencies in directional confus ion
and/or acquisition of quantitative conce pts .8

The a rea

of nonsymbolic dis abilities Kirk9 cite s, which r efers to
the ability to rec ognize, discriminate, or automatically
inte grat e sense impressions .

.. .

This includes both percep-

tual disabili tie s and expressive disabilities.
~erccptual

The

disabilities include aud itory, vi sual 1 and

haptic perc8ption, recognitio n and disc rimi nation.

The

child with difficulty in this area may be un ab l e to discriminate between sou nd s such as the short vowels

1

and

e although his hearing was perfectly int a ct.lO
The thi rd ar ea of disab ility according to Kirkll
is linguistic or symbolic disability.

The problem mani -

fests itself in either the receptive or expressive channels.

In both instances the ability to interpret symbols

which represent a meaningful concept is inadeqillte.

The

child with a receptive diso rde r, often called a sensory

8Ronald S. Horowitz, "Te aching Basic J1a thematics,"
Pro gress i1~ Parent Info~~ation, Professional 9rowth and
Pu b J i c Po 1 icY., VI , 1 9 6 9 , p . 2 61 .
9Hel.lmuth, }oc. ::_it.
lOGenevieve Arnold, "Th e Child Who Doesn't Re l!lemb ers"
}]J. !'a r_cn t I nf ormation , Professional Growth an d
Public PollcL , VI~ 1969 , p 256

~rog:cs s

11 Hcll muth,

loc. cit.
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or receptive aphasia, is likely to Le unable to interpret
the spoken word or written symbols.

The difficulty may

appear in any of the sense channels: visual, auditory, or
haptic .
The Syracuse Project conducted in the Montgomery
County Schools by Cruickshankl2

described the same

characteristics for those children included in the ir
s tud.y as .are apparent in the Educationally Handicapped
child.
Cruic kshank

Mon~graph

St~

Children, ages 6-11 to 10-11, which were included
in the Syracuse Project had the same characteristics as
the children labeled Educationally Handicapped in the
California population.

Specific characteristics required

for inclusion in the project were:
1.

distractibility

2.

motor disinhibition

3.

dissociation

4.

perseveration

S.

disturbance of figure-background relationship

1 2\'Jilliam M. Cruickshalk, Ed .,~ Teachins Method for

Brain-injured and llyperactive Chi l dre~
Un1v ersi.ty Pres~- 1961), p. 4 .

(Syracuse: Syracuse

6.

absence of a well-developed self-concept
and body ima ge concept.

Although the mono graph title implies that the children
who were includ ed in the Syracuse pr oject were braininjured, this is not nec essar ily represent a tive of the
subjects .

It states th at although the neurological and

pediatric evaluation supported. the fact that brain·-

.. .

injury was undoubtedly present in half of the subjects, "
''the diagnostic team memhers were frequently reluctant
to agree that a brain-injury or other form of central
nervou·s system disorder did actually exist."l3
Descriptive labels for the cduca tionc:.lly handicapped
child encompass an extens i ve ran ge of

di~cip iin es.

Med-

ical, psychological, sociological and educ 2tional terms
are utilized to describe the child.

Some of these labels

contribute educational implications and it is these
which seem to be useful for curriculum and program
planning.
Diaf{nosis of Educational Handicaps
Diagnostic instruments used ·to identify learning
problems are generally individually administered batteries.

13 Ibid.
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Ilaring and Rid gwayl4 attemp t ed to id e nti f y children with
learning dis abilities at

th~

kinder ga rt en level.

Their

attempts to utilize group nt easu r eme nt devices were no t
found to b e satisfactory.
Such authorities as Ba t ama nlS, Blumbergl 6 ~ and Hartl7
indicate th a t individual ass essmen t of l earnin g dis abilities
is crucial to program plannin g .

..

~

In a program for children

with ·learni ng disabilities, addition a l diagnostic
evaluation such as

provid ~ d

by indivi dua lly administered

instruments like the Illinois Test of Psycholinguisti c
Abilities is essential.
Ta rnopoll8 has sug gested division of the testing
program into identifi c ation tests and diagnostic or
assessment tests.

Includ ed in the identific a tion ba t-

tery are such te s ts as: (1) the Wechsl e r Intelligence
Sc ale for

Children ~

(2) Bender Visual- Motor Gestalt Test,

14Norris G. Baring and Robert W. Rid gway, " Early
Identification of Childr e n wi t h Le a rnin g Disabilitie s,"
Exc eptional Childr e n, 33 (F ebruary, 1967), 387
lSB a rbara Bateman, " Three Appro aches to Di ag no sis and
Education a l Planning for Chi l dren with Lea~nin g Dis abilities,'' Academic Ther a py Quarterly, II (Summer, 1967 ) f21 5.
16Ha rris Blumberg, "The Asso ci a tive-Learning a nd
Memory-Span Abilities of Brain-Injured Youngsters,"
Ac ~1 demic:_ l'hera12Z Quarte rl z ~ III (Summer, 1968), 261
17,Joan A. i iar t, ' 'Usin g the Illinoi s Test of Psy cholinguis t ic Abiliti e s in th e Psychiatric De pa r tm ent
of a Pediat ri c Ho s pital, "Au stra li an Co u nc il for Education a l .Res<: a rch : Bu ll e tin io r Ps v cnol og1s ts, VI( Fe bru a ry,

n r67J:- r .----·

1 8 T [ t T n :) p o 1 , ~. c i t .

-

:..L.

p • 82

-

2 .)r.·

and ( 3 ) the Witlc Rang e Achievement Test.
Such an asses sm ent battery is adm in istered to
childr en who are iden tif i e d th rougl1 the initial p r ocedures.

It i s designed te desi gna te the sp ecific dif-

ficulti es which a given child mani f e sts.

The Illinois

Test of Psyc holinguistic Abilities may be included in
this battery.
· . Cruic ks hank1 9 utilized a thorough di agnosti c battery
for the children in t he Syracu se Pr oject sponsored by
the Division of Speci al Education of Syr acuse University.
Inclusive in the psychological examination battery were
the Bender-Gesta lt and Wechs ler In tel li gence Scale for
Childr e n.

No attempt to eva l uate the l a nguage ab ilities

was mentioned in the initial examina tio n battery.
For the study, four grou p s of t en chil dr e n each
were assigned to various progr ams .

Two

experime~tal

groups and two control groups were studied for

one

school year and then re-evalu ated twelve months after
the experimental year c losed.
The sel e ct ed child ren were those with or without
brain -i nju r y who shmved the co mmo n "ps yc holo g ical traits
often associated with central nervous system disorders,
i.e., hyperactivi ty and distr actibi li t y, per severation,

19 Cru i c k s hank , 1 o c • c i t . , p . 29
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figure-ground pathology, reversals, angulation problems,
dissociation and a myrid of oth er related characteristics."20
In addition to the careful individual diagnosis of
the specific learni ng pr ob l em s, fou r principles were
stres sed durin g the plan.

Thes e included:

1.

The reduction of environmental space,

2.

The reduction of uness ent ial visu a l and
auditory environment a l stimuli,

3.

The establishment of a highly structured
daily program,

!L

The incr e ase of th e s ti1nu lus value of the
instructional mater i al s themselves.21

The results of the study demonstrated that the
elements existi11g in the exper i me ntal cl a ssroom settings
were favorable and growth was found in the experimental
groups.

One of the major implications of the study

was fer the early identificatio n of learning problems
and a second lvas for the "educational use of psychological
and achievement test data in developing more adequate
methods of grouping chilclren."22

2 0 I b i..:..~~, p 41 9 •

21 Ibid.

p. 422
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The Montgomery County Study stressed the need for
utilization of specific diagnostic instruments for
effective progr aming .

The children were carefully

evaluated and their learning problems were diagnos e d .
The evaluation did not terminate me rely with the classification procedure but thorough di a gnosis was included
as an essential part of the program.
Summ.a.r..y of Literature on the Educationally Ha ndic a.J2.Eed
The presentation of the characteristics rif the children with Educational Handicaps has (1) delineated specific
disabilities associated with learning disorders; ( 2)
reviewed the diagnostic and remedial techniques such as
were suggested in the Cruickshank demonstration project;
and (3) described the California program which has
attempted to meet these "special needs."
Further research is necessary to allow the Educationally Handicapped program to be as efficient, effective,
and economical as possible in assisting the children with
edu c ation a l handicaps .
II. ILLINOIS TEST OF PSYCIIOLINGUISTIC ABILITIES
The Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities
developed by Samuel A. Kirk and James J. McCarthy was
an attempt at diagnosing the psycholinguistic deficits

28

1n chilclrcn.23 The Theoretical

basis for the tes t is

the clinical model of communi catio n developed by Ch ar les
Osgood and cited in Siev er ' s report. 24

It was fr om

Osgood's model that Dorothy Sievers developed the Differential Lan guage Facility Test a s a part of her
·toral dissertation in 1955 .

doc-

James Mc Carthy measured

the clinical value of the battery of tests in hi s dissertation in 1957.25

McCarthy found tha t the indivi dua l

tests did not isolate the spe c ifi c factors upon whi ch
ability or disability could be discerned.
Experimental Edition
Kirk , on the basis of these two doctoril dissertations, devised

Cl

new test which 1vould isol ate the

sp ecific communication skills .

Follow i ng several years

of experimentation , t he authors Kirk and

M c Carthy ~

rele ased an Experimental Edition of the test durin g the
su mmer of 1961.
usefulriess ~

They wanted t o determine the gene ral

and to evaluate the validi t y of the instr ument .

23samuel A. Kirk and James J . McCarthy, "The
Ill inois Test of Psycholin guistic Abilities - An Approach
to Differential Diagnosis," Ameri c a n .Journal of Hental
De ficiency, 66 (November , 19711), p. 400 .
24norothy J . Sievers and Shirley H. Essa, " Language
Dev elopme nt .in Institutionalized and Community Mentally
Retard ed Children," {\mer i ca n Jo~·na.!:_ of 1'- lent a l Deficie~ ,
66 (November , 1901), 4l:;r:2 51Je l l mt! t h ,

-~. c i

t . ,

p . 404 .
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Tl1is Experimental

Ed it~o n

ha d st andard ized normative

data for chil dren between the ages of 2-6 a nd 9-0,

Revised Edition
Th e revision of th e Experimental Ed it i on was begun
1n 1965 in an attempt t0 ad d depth throu gh including
sever al n ew tests and
In addit ion, the age

to improve the ori gina l subtests .
rang~

normative data was extended

to include the ages 2-4 through 10-3.

this re~ised

Edition was publi s h ed in the fall of 1968. 26
The children used in st a ndardizing the Revised
Edition were s elected fro m five co mmun iti e s:

Bloomington,

Dec a tur, Danville; and Ur bana, Illinois and Ma dison,
Wisconsin.

SevEnteen middle-range schools were selected

within the five communities.

Only four percent of the

childre n used were Negro, and it was felt that this
fa c tor was rel a ted to the choi·ce of middle range schools
\'li

th in t he communities in which areas relatively few

Negro families resided .

Eight age groups were represented in the

standardi •

zation study, each spanning a six month age range.

The

youngest group beg a n with age 2 - 7 and the oldest group

26John N. Par3s kevo pou los and Samuel A.
:1 n d Ps vchom et ric Ch;n acte ris tics
ITTTi10l S -y~-st o[-i~)o~~uiSTiCJ\Dilitics
ITri1vc r s it y--of IT1 in a is P r c s s • 19 6 9T ~ r . 59
Dcv c l~cn t

Kir k, The
of the--n:cvised
-rr - r - \. ~.Ju cago:
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extended to age 10-1.

Within each age level, girls and boys

were equally represented.27
The sample population upon which the Revised Edition
was stand a rdized included nine hundred and sixty-two
children from 2- 7 through 10-J..

The subjects were limited

to those students with the following characteristics:
l.

avera ge intelli ge nce (84-116 Intelligence
Quotient on the Stanford Binet Intelligence
Scale.)

2.

average achievefuent in school

3.

no outstanding difficulty in personalsocial adjustment

4.

no sensory motor defects

S.

families which spoke English in the home.28

.. .

Representational and Automatic Levels
The Revised Edition of the test evalu a tes f unctioning
on two levels: the

repres~ntational

and the automat ic.

The representational level refers to responses which
require the integration of symbols to obtain meaning .
automatic level involves a chain of responses which the
individual can make with less voluntary functioning. 29

27rbid., p. 61
2

Brbi~., p. 53

rl 't ' p. 9
29Kirk, 2£· ~2:._·

The
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PsvchoJin gu istic

P_rc~~cs s

The second dimension of

this inst r ument is the a ctual psycltclinguistic process.
Three phases are consi dercJ:

( l) t he receptive process

7

which taps the ability to receive information; ( 2) the
expressive process which includes those sldll s nec essary
to express ideas or respond to sti muli; and (3) the
org anizing process, which is the central mediating
· "

.process elicited by the

rec~ ptive

process and preceding

the expressive process.30
Communication Chann e l. The third dimension of these
co gnitiv~

abilities is t he channel of communi cat ion .

The

Illi nois Test of Psy cho linguistic Abi litie s includes only
auditory ~ vocal

cation.

and the visual -mot or channels of communi -

Thes e channels were specifically selected

according to the authors, because they appeared to be
most "rel evant fo1· the developmental level of subjects
in the test's age range.31
Co ~l2_!irison

of Editions.

The Experimental and

Revised Editions differ in that (1) three new subtests
were added to the ori ginal battery, (2) the items in
most of the original battery were altered or extended,

30rbid.
3 lr a r askevopolous, ~· c it., p. 12
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and (3) certain ter inology h as been changed in the
Revised version.

Data comparing the subte st.s and addi-

tio ns arc pres ented in th e Appendix.
Utiliz ~ tion ~or Diag ~o si~

The terms us ed to describe an educational handicap
appear to encomp as s a la rge range of learni.ng problems,

.. . .

some general and some speci fi c.

Educational research

'literature usv.ally descri.L>es the ch il dren 1d.th emphasis
on subject matter difficulties:

children who have

reading prob l ems, langua ge problems, and /or general
l ear ning pr obl ems ..

Hence, it is possible that children

Nho are described as dyslexic, aphasic, emotionally
disturbe d, or neu rologic ally handic appe d may qu a lify
for the p r ogram .

~

The s e terms often describe however , a

wide variety of behavi or al and etiological fa cto rs /syndromes which may ove rlap.
The Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilit i es has
been utilized to descr ib e children with:

(1)

speech dis-

orders; (2) learning disabil:i ties; (3) reading disabilities;
( 4) brain - injured children.

Throughout this review,

the :researche1· has stressed that the research which is
reported utiliz e d the Experimental Edition of the test.
During the p1·es en t i nvesti ga tion there were no studies
available which h ad util i zed the Revised Edition.

This
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study did utilize the new bnttery.
Speech Disorders
Several studies have been

m~de

on the rel a tionships

of s ubtests of the Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic
Abilities to articulation disorders of young school
children.

. ..

Fcrrier's32 investigation is represe nta tive

of such research .
Ferrier demonstrated. th a t speech difficulties
occurred at the automat ic sequential level and not at the
representational level.

The children with articulatory

speech defects show a deficiency in the inte grational
or specifically automatic/sequential levels (on the
Revi s ed Editic"n this would be on the Automatic
and the memory and closure subtests).

l ev~ l

With this part icular

group of children the Vocal Encoding (Verb al Expression)
subtest was most difficult.

Generally, it appears that

the nonsymbolic l ev el may be more closely related to
articulatory s peech defects than is the symbolic or
representational level.

·3 2Albcrt Ferrier, "An Investi gat ion of Psycholinguistic
Factors Ass oc:iat ed \vith Fun cti onal Defects of Articulation ,"
(Unpt!blj shc d. Docto1·aJ Dissertation, University of Illinois,
196~;)

.• p 74.
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Learnin g Disabilities
The Schaumburg School District No. 54 in Roselle,
Illinois screened and identified first grade eligibles to
determine if the childr en were ready for the first grade.33
In order to assess eligibility for placement in special
classes,

th~

following were considered: (1) teacher

referrals, (2) the individual administration of the
Behavior Screening Scale, (3) the Metropolitan Readiness Test, and staffings.
At this point j_ndividual tests were given to specifically identify the learning problems of the children.
The Illinois Test of Psycholinguisti= Abilities was
included in the battery and was administered by the
speech therapist.
Below average scores on the Illinois Test showed difficulties in a variety of areas.

The children did not

have corresponding language and chronological ages.

With

this particular group, the Vocal and Motor Encoding

(Verbal

Expression and Manual Expression) subtests were low, and
the Vocal Encoding findings corresponded to those of the
previously reported "speech defective" children.

33John 1. Arena (ED.), _S uccess f ul Pro graming: M a ~
Points of View (Fifth Annu al, Selected Pa pers on Le a rning
D:isab1 1.i ties, ( S.c1 n Ra f ael 1 Cali f ornia: Academic Therapy
Publioations, 1969), p. 1.76 .
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In addition, the areas involving sequencing were low.
This i nclicate d that th ese: children had a genuin e dif ficulty wit h memory.

Th e mos t difficult area appea red

to be in automa tic sequenti a l s k i lls :

skill s which ar e

essential for one to gain the abi li ties to (1) count,
(2) le arn the alphabet,

( 3) read and ( 4 ) spel 1.3 4

The rese a rch evi de nce found by llaring and Ri.d gw ay35
shows th at language disord e rs and overall language def icits
are related to learning disab i lities .

This area of

1 e a.rni ng dis ab i l :i. ties becomes most app arent when the

child is confro nted with expe ri ences requirin g the
development of reading skills.

Il art36 has poin t e d out

that children with readi11g difficulties, not pdr1 a ri ly
associated with emotion a1 or environmental or igin, t end
to have very uneven lan guage profiles .
Reading Disabi liti es
The Illinoi s Test of Psycholi nguis tic Abilities
s pecif ic al ly attempts to isolate t he
(2) auditory ,

( 3 ) vocal,

( 4-)

(1) visual,

fine, and (5) gross motor

sensory fun c tions.re lat i ng t o learning in ge ner a l a nd

34rb ; c1

--~-Lo'

p . 1 8 7.

3 SNar r is G. li ar ing and Rob crt IV . Ridgway, " Ea rly
Ic1enti fica.tion of Childr e n wit h Le a rning Dis a b i lities,"
r:x c ept.io l~l_:~ _C h._i1_0!Cl~f

33

(Pcbru a ry~

1967), 387 .

36,Joa n. J\ . :! a rt, "U sin g t he Illi nois Te5 t of Psycho1 i n gu j s t i c ;\ b i .!. t i c s i n t h c P s y c il i at r i c Dcpa r t mc n t. o £ a.
Ped L n r:ic l iGspira J. , " Au s t n :lian Co unc il f or Elu e<~ti on a l
~. e_~-~-::._rc~~ :
J.~~L~~~_!::i. l2_ :fo r - !>sy_diOJ.:? I! . s~·s_,. \!Tc . r ·c: l)r u ar y) --T 9"67) )

1.
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specifically to reading skills.

An analysis of the

process of reading makes one aware of t he utilization
of different s ense channels for different methods of
reading instru c tion:

"si gh t -word" method of

teaching reading relies on an adequate development of
the visual senses; (2) a strong auditory method \vould
be one which relied on the phoneme/grapheme relationship;
·· ..

and (3) the t a c ti 1 e approach in which the "touching"

.

or the "feeli:ng of letters" is utilized to develop
reading skills.

It, therefore, becomes important to be

aware of sensory deficits prior to attempting to remediate
reading problems .

In order to be successful in teaching

reading the strong sense channels must be appropri ate ly
utilized.
Bateman 3 7· cites several studies of poor readers
in wh ich the Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities
profile portray ed a weakness in a particular sense
channel.

The child's educational history revealed that

it had been this weak sense channel which had been utilized
to teach reading in first grade.

Even though the child

may have a strong auditory memory, the visual

approa~h

.
37Barbara ~ate~an~ Jnt~r:cr?.tati~n of the 1961 Illinois
fest: .o f Ph4.chol~ngu 1st1C Ab1l1t1es (Seattle, Washington:
Spec iaT C JTtf'"Publ1ca tions, 1968)
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to teaching of reading and his particular deficit in
visual-memory combined to make the child unable to learn.
The implication here is that some of the potenti a l reading
disabilities could have be0n de t ected prior to the
introduction of reading.

Thus, appropriate planning

could have intervened and prevented possible reading
problems.
· Certain of the Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic
Abilities subtests have specific implications for remediation of reading disorders.

Children with reading dis-

orders have been given the test to facilitate program
planning for them.

Furey and Outridge38 utilized the

areas of observed weakness on th e Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities with six second grade children to
build a language development program.

During the three

month program a mean gain of seventeen months growth of
total mean language age was noted.
Children have been identified as prospective problem readers in kindergarten and when retested at the

38E. Fur-ey and M. Gutridge, "Reading Improvement in
Grade II as a Result of Langua ge Development, " Australian
~unci_~. _for E<~~c a tio~1al ges e a rch:
Bulletin ...i_~r ~rcholo
lP.:-ts, VI (February, 1967)~ p.S
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end of the first grade, were identified as poor readers.
Those children, however, whose weaknesses were in a
modality not necessary for success in a particular type
of reading approach, had succeeded in le ar ning to read at first grade level.39
The children with educational handicaps may be similar
to other children labeled "poor readers'' or "dyslexics".
Sue!~

children frequently display difficulty in the parti-

cular subtests involvin g memory functions a s tested in the
auditory-vocal sequential subtests and the visual-motor
sequential subtests.40

(Auditory Sequential Memo ry and

Visual Sequential Memory.)
Krippner41 found that superior visual memory (such
as is tested in the Visual

Se~uential

Memory subtest)

could be isolated as one of the several factors cited
for reading success in

childre~

who were linguistically

precocious.

39Bateman, ~· cit.
40Ibid.

41c. Krippner, "The Boy Who Read at Eighteen Months,"
Exceptional ~hilJ rc n, XXX (February, 1963), p. 105,

39

It is not, therefore, s urp r ising that Corrine Kass42
found a rel htionship between poor performa nce on t he
automatic sequential subtests (Gr ammat ic Closure and
memory subtes t s) and a difficulty in le a rning to read.
The subtests which wer e in clud ed at the automatic/sequential level included t est s of perceptual speed, closure,
and visual memory.

.. ..

The corre sp ondin g subtcsts in the

Revised Edition would be (l) Grammatic Closure, (2)
Auditory Sequential,

an~

( 3) Visual Sequential Memory.

Possibly the new suhtest s requir in g Visu a l Closure,
Auditory Closure a nd Sound Blending co uld be inclu -led .
Kass 43 no ted that there wa s considerab le difficulty
in the area of Sound Blending, on the i..fonroe-t•Iemo r y for
Designs for students with reading problems.

In the

Revised Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities
the inclusion of the . Sound Blending activity resembles
th a t on the Monroe.
The one superior area for children with reading
difficulties app ears in the Vi sual Decoding (Visu al
Reception) subtest.

This a rea requires the indivi du al

42corri ne Ka ss, "Psycholin guist i c:-Disabilities of
Children '.vi th Reading Problems," Ex ception a l Chil(lren,
XXXII (April, 1 966 ), p. 539.
43rbicl. p .

s3s.

40

to utilize pictures in order to ascertain the required
response.

Children with difficulties in reading a re

suspected of having lear ned to obtain the contextu a l
clues from pictures and conse quently developed the ability
to

11

read" pictures. 4 4
Bateman 45 summ arizes the i mp ortance of the specific

subtest deficits as they relate to reading by stating that
in

t~e

first and seco nd gr ades children are often taught

reading through a 1-i hole word approach.
ly relies on visual-m emory skil l .

This method general··

By third grade it

becomes impossible to present every word in a sight method
and the child must rely on phon et ic clues or auditory memory
skills to

b ;_~

effective in readin g .

The chil d who experiences

difficulty with visual memory, but has a strong auditory
memory often begins to read well at this stage and is
often classified by the teacher as a "late bloomer.''
The child who must rely on visual clues because of an
auditory deficie ncy be gi ns t o experience difficulty because
he is unable to learn the large number of new vocabulary
words without f ormal presentation.

44Hel mut h,

~·

cit:_., p. 400

4Snatemo.n, _.......
on. -cit.
-- , p. 53

Bateman indicates
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thett aud itory memory is the most important psycholin gu istic £tinction in terms of its role in reading.
If this is sot it would ia<.licate that visual memory
becomes less important in t he final analysis in reading.
Brain- ini ured Children
BluElberg4 6 conduct ed a res ea.rch study at Temple lJni v er-

.. .

sity to determine what correlations might exist betwee n
brain-injured a nd nonbrain-injured children with reading
dis abilities.

He foun d similarity in funct i oning in

both groups in the area of associative-learning and memory
span ab ilities.

The brain-inj u red popul ati on scor ed on,

or above, their chronolo gical age levels on th e f ollowin g
subt8sts:

(1) Visual-decoding (Visual Reception): (2 )

Motor Encoding (Manual Expression),

(3) Audito ry -Voc a l

Associ ntion (Au d itory Association),

(4) Visual-motor

Sequencing (Visu a l Sequential Memory), and (5) Auditory
Decoding (Auditory Reception).

Blu mberg considered these

areas to be str e ngths in the brain-injured population.
The brain-injured placed below the norms or their
chrono log ical ages in the areas measuri ng Voc al Encoding

------46;J::Irris ~L Blumberg, "The Associativc -Lea r11in g and
Memory·-Sp an Abilities of Bra ir~-lnj urcd Youngsters}''
Acad emic... Therany Quarter ly........ , III .( Summer, 1968), p. 272-273

_______

----

~

..
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(Verbal Expression), Visual-motor Association (Visu a l
Association), Auditory-vocal Automatic (Gr ammatic Closure)
and Auditory - vocal Sequencing (Audi.tory Sequential Memo ry).
Bluinberg4 7 su ggests that both the brain-injured and the
non-brain - injured with associative learning disabilities
have comparable areas of weaknesses, henc e, similar remedial techniques may be appropriate for both groups .

..

"'::.

Sex Differences on Performance
Paraskevo pou los48 reports on the Illinois Test of
Psycholinguistic Abilities subt e st scores as they are
affected by sex dif f erences.

In th is research on the

Revise d Edition it lvas found th a t some differences in
performance did exist.

The diffe r ences were reported

as minimal, so that sep a rate norma tive data was unnece ssary.
Only twelve out of the one-hundred

~eventeen

com-

parisons of boys and girls reached statistical significanc e on the

T

test analysis.

Generally it was f ound that

the Visual Reception and Manua l Expression subtests
favored older boys.

47rbid.
4 8 ra ra s 1\evo pou los, ~.£ cit. , p. 164
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Summa!Y_ of Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities
Literature
It

i~

concluded from this survey of the literature

that:
(1)

Children with learning problems associated

with the Educat ionally Handicapped criterium have

dif-

ficulty on the Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities
performing skills which fall in the inte grat ional leve l
(Automatic Level).
(2)

Specific difficulty is apparent on those subtests

requiring memory and sequencing skills of an automatic
nature.
(3)

Strength is often noted on the Visual De codi ng

(Visual Reception) subtest.
(4)

Those studies which have added supplementary

tests which require visual-closure and sound blending,
indicate these to be difficult areas.

(These subtests

have been included in the Revised form of the

Illinois

Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities.
(S)

No apparent sex differences were noted in the

tot a l psycholinguistic scores of the children in the
normative population.
(6)

Some differences were reported within individual

subtcsts at specific chronological ages but thes e were
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not felt to be significant enough to warrant individual
norms for male and fefuale subjects.
I I I. WECHSLER INTELLIGENCE SCALE FOl

CHILDREN

The Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children has been
used as a primary instrument in the classification of children for special education a l assignments.

In this section,

the ·researcher wi 11 include: (1) a brief description of
the Wechsler Scale,

(2) specific studies dealing with

children who have learning problems, and (3) studies
exploring sex differences in performance on the Wechsler
Scale.
The Wechsler Sc&le has twelve subtests divided into
two areas:

Verbal and Performance.

involve (1) education,
zation ability,

The Verbal subtests

(2) past experience}

(3) generali-

(4) abstract and logical thinking,

(5) attention and auditory memory.

and

Performance subtests

depend upon the manual manipulation of concrete objects
and perceptual factors such as visual memory, discrimination,
an d

t

.
49
rae k 1ng.

The Wechsl er Scale is one of two major individnal

49navid Wechsler, Wechsler Intelligence Sc al e .for
Children (N8 w York: 'fhe Psychological Corporation, 1949).
p.b-.---

-

--- - - - - - -

---

.
---

--

-

- -
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intellectual assessment techniques utilized in admission
procedures for Educationally llandicapped programs.

The

use of the instrument has . increased in recent years
because of the separate subtest areas, verbal and performance~

and the diagnostic usefulness of the twelve

subtests.
The utilization of the Wechsler Scale has been noted
• •

'!;;,.

in the majority of the identification for learning problems batteries reported in the past three years.

Tarn-

opolSO reported that Clements and Bannatyne of the University of Illinois both strongly recommended its
in both identification and diagnostic

inclu~ion

ba~teries.

Utilization of the Wechsler Scale for Identi f ication
Although the concept of intelligence quotient is
widely and appropriately used in describing "normal"'
children, it appears to have little use with children
who exhibit learning disabilities.

It is more helpful

to use the Verbal or Performance Intelligence Quotient
in assessing the potential of the learning disabled
child than to rely on the Full Scale Intelligence

SOLester Tarnopol, "Testing the Educationally
Handicapped Child" Academic Therapy_ Quarterly, III
(Winter 1967-68), p. 85
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Quoti ent .

Children with learning problems may exhibit

generally dep ressed Full Sc a l e Quotie nts because of
specific l earn in g disabilities ivhich coulll affe ct p er formanc e.

Tarno po1 5l suggests tl1 at psychologi5ts con-

sid er th e indivi dual subt es t st reng ths in a ssessin g the
appropriateness of placement for

~emediation

of de fic its.

Ilart52 conducted add i tiona l t es tin g on children
referre d to the Child Gu idan ce Clinic in the Roy a l Alex andra Hospital f or Children in Austr ali a.

These child-

ren exhibited a discrep an cy betw een the Verbal and Pe rfor ma nce scales as

me asur e~

on the We chsl er Sca le for

Chil dr en or the Minnesota Pre- Sc hoo 1 Se a l e .

A1 t1 Jou gh

many of these children were referred o:rigina lly for
behavioral, person a lity or orga ni c problems, it wa s
discovered that many had specific language disabilities .
Speci f ic su bte sts on the We chsler Scale are associated with classic learning disability prof i les.

Di ff i-

culty has consistently been noted on th e (1) inform ati on,

slrbid.
52Jo a n Hart, 11 Usi ng Illinois Test of Psycholingu i stic
Abiliti es in th e Psyc hi atr ic Department of a Paedi at ric
Hospital,!! Australian Council f or Educ atione1. l Resear ch;
Bnll etin for!5sychoTc)giSts_, VT ( P"ebru a ry, 190"7) p .l
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(2) Arithmetic,

(3) Digit Span, and (4) Coding sub-

tests of children with learning problems.S3
Sex Differences on the Wechsler Scale
The Wechsler Intelligence Scale Manual54 does not
specify different normative data for males and females.
Studies comparing the sex differences have noted no
sign~ficant

differences between male and female subjects

on the Full Scale Intelligence Quotient.

Neither GainerSS

nor Miele56 reported discrimination on the Verbal and
Performance Scale.

53charles Drake and 1·felvyn Schnall, "Decoding Problems
in Reading: Research and Implications," Pathways in Child
Guidance,
(City of r\ew York Board of Educat i on, Bureai:i'"-·of
Child Guidance, New York, 1966): p. 5; George L. Kallas
and others, "Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Ch~ldren
Profile of Disabled Readers.'; Personnel and Guidance
Journal, (February, 1961), · p. 478; Mildred C. Robeck,
''Subtest Patterning of Problems Readers on Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children," California Journal of Educatj_onal
Research, XI, 3 (May, 1960), p. 115.
54wechsler, ~· cit.
SSwilliam L. Gainer, 11 The Ability of the Wechsler
Intelligence Scale for Children Subtests to Dis criminate
Between Doys and Girls of Average Intelligence," California
Journal of Educational Research, XIII, No. 1 (January,l96~),

p.

13.

S6..John Anthony Miele, Sex Differences in Inte1l~gence:
The J)cl a tionship g_f Sex !2._ Tnfe1Tlgence ~ Measurec 2.Y.. the
~c1~sler Adult Intelligence Scale and the Wechsler Intellige.J!..Ce §.c a l.:_e_ for ~_)Jjldr<;>B_ (New York: New York University,
1958)

~

p. 170.
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Summary of h' cch s l cr I nte 11 i ~nc<::_. ;;_cc.le for Chi lclren Studies
Children with learnin g problc1:1s have specific difficulty on certain subtests as measured by t~e Wec~sier scales.
Although it was not the purpose of this study .to report on
the subtest results on the We chsler Intellig ence Scale for
Ch i ldren profiles of the ch ildren obse rve d , it is likely
that children label ed Educaticnilly llandicapped who also
demonstrate specific learniEg problems would have similar
difficulties.
The Wechs ler Intelli gence Scale for Children was
utilize d in the present stucly to ascer tai n both "normal"
intelligence of the subjects and to discriminat e between
those with demonstr c ted strengths in the

Ver~il

and Perform -

ance are a s.
IV. SU lvfMA.RY

In this chapter, the investigator has described the
child with educational hand i caps as having specific le ~r ning
problems \vh ich prohibit his le <..rni.ng
educational

progr~ms.

through traditional

Special programs such as ori gina lly

designed by Cruickshank57 in his pilot study, and described

57cruickshank, Ibid.
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through the State of California's Education Code enactment, have stressed the diagnostic a nd specialized needs of
the child with educational handicaps.
One instrument particularly effective because of
its measurement of sensory modal functioning, the Illinois
Test of Psycholingu istic Abilities, was described.

On

the basis of this test many children exhibited sp e cific
difficulties related to (1) memory, (2) sequencing, and
(3) other automatic functions.

Children described as

educationally handicapped in the State of California may
exhibit Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities profiles close1y related to those of other learning disabled
children . becaus e of the similaritv noted in Section 1
of this Chapter.
Little or no difference existed between boys' and
girls' performance on the Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic
Abilities and Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children
Scale.

The measurements obtained regarding the boys'

performance on either battery \vould also be appropriate
for gen er alizations about . the female population.
While no research was cited relating the performance
of those children with significantly stronger Wechsler _Intelligence Scale for Children Verbal Scale Intelligence Quotients1 a nd tho s e witJ1 conversely stronge4 Performance Scale
Intelli gence Quotients, there was some indication that
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this would be appropriate for fur ther investigation
purposes.

Certain Wech s ler Scal e sub t ests appe o.-r with

more frequency as probl em areas for children with le a rning
problem s .

The se dif ficult subtc s ts ar e scattered through-

out the batt ery an d not '-cnccntr <tted on ei ther the Verbal
or Performa nce Scales alone.
Th e rese ar ch indicates th a t educationally handicappe d children, if th ey resemble the l earning d i sa bled
child, wou l d be likely t o have specific problems in
functioning on both the Illinois Test of Ps y cholinguis tic
Abilities and Wechsler Intelli gen ce Sc a le for Children.
Weakness es may be found to he concentr a t ed on the Au tomatic Level of the Illinois 'f est of Psycholi ngu i s t i c
Abilitie s.
I f this hypothesis could be demonstrated to be
valid, it would have significant implic a tions in future
pro gram developrrrcnt for rernedia tion of the educational
ha ndicap,

CHAPTER III
DESCRIPTION OF THE DESIGN AND PROCEDURES OF THE STUDY
In Chapter IIJ the following information pertaining
to this study is presented:
(1)

The research design;

'{2)

A description of the subjects;

(3)

Descrip tive inform a tion about the Illinois
Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities; ·

(4)

Descriptive data for th e Wechsler Intelligence
Scale for Children; and

(5)

The statistical proce dur es for treatment of
the data.
I RESEARCH DESIGN

There were three major comparisons which were important
for this study.

These included:

(1) A comparison of the

data on the Educationally Handicapped child to the normative data available on the Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities.

(2) The identif i cation of differences in

pe r formances between boys in the Educationally Handicapped
program and the girls in the program, and (3) A comparison
of the performance on the Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic
Abilities of children designated as verbally oriented on
the Wechsler Scale with those designated as performance

oriented on the same scale.

---

--

-
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~o~rison

A: EtlucationaLi y l!anclicapped and Norms

The subtest scores o f

the EdtcCJtion a lly Ha ndicapped

children tested Here compare d t o th e scaled score norms
for each subtest.

The Illinois Tc:st of Psycholinguist ic

Abiliti es utilized a sc aled sco re norm of t h irty-six with
a sta.ndard deviation of six poin ts ,l

The Educationally

Iiandic apped subjects subt es t nor ms we re th en compared to
the st andard iz ed da ta for determination of di ff erences.
Comp arison B: __Educationally Hanclicapped Boys a nd Girls
This study compared the perform a nce of Edu c ationally
Handicapped boys to the performance of gi r l s in the
Eclucationally Handicapp e d pr ogram on the Illinois Tes t
of Psycholinguistic Abilitie s.

Te n boys a n<.l ten girls

were selected through the use of the Table of Random
Numbers.2

Th ere were fourteen girls in the population

from which the ten were obtained and si xty boys from which
ten were selected.

1 Paraskevopoulos,

£I?.· cit., pp. 16-2 2

2E. F. Lindqui st, Desi gn and Ana ly sis of Experiment s
in Psycholo gy and f:Jucat1on (1JOS ·f on ·;-11ou ghto ifl\li ff llrr
C:omp.ani~~9:;()J ~-:n{ 6- j 8 I
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Comp arison C: Performance . or i ente d an d Verb a lly Ori ented
The perf ormance oriented a1 d. ver ball y ori enteJ subjects as measured by t he We chsl er Sc ale we re selected
rand oml y f ro m the ma l e childre n ·. vho 've rc included in the
pro gram who met the cri teria for the study an d haJ been
administered the Wechsl er I ntelli ge nce Sc a le f or Chi ldren
within the p ast tw o y ea rs .
Boys who exhib it ed a fi f te en point discrepancy between
their Verb al Scale and Performan ce Scale

bn th~

We chsler

wer e placed on the appropriate list and f ro m this the
subj ects were randomly selected .

Ten subj e cts were obtained

through t he u se of the tab.le fro m the po pula tion of boys
with verb a l . orie nted

~ cores

and ten f rom the · gr ou p of boys

with performanc e oriente d sc a le s .
Administration of Test Protocols
The Illinois Test of Psych olingu istic Abili ti es wa s
administered to eac h of the subj e cts individually during
the month of

~f a y ,

1969.

li ghted room a t a tabl e .

Each child was tested in a we llOnly the subject and the exam iner

were present during th e adm inis trat i on.

The subj e cts were

rel eased f rom class during the test session.

A majority

of the subjec ts were ev a lu c:.t e d during the morning s'essions
of school and no testing was c ompleted tifter t wo o' clock
in the af terno on.
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Th e San Ju <.Jn Unifie d Scho ol District made the placement rcco ·rds in the

Sp~ci ~ l

Edu catio n Office files avail-

able for the purpos8 of t!1c: study.

The record cards

included such i 1·1fonnation as the subject's name, birthdate,
date of

.. .

·: ':\r

alua tion f o:r Educa t i.onally Ha ndicappe d p 1 ace-

ment,. and the indiv iriua. l intelligence test scores and the
instruments u s ed .

This

in f ormatio~

'

was included for the

purpos es of selection of approp ri ate candidates who met
the criteria for t he study.
General comparat i v e iJJ:formation about: the two groups
was derived from the inf or ma t i.c n av <li lab le on these s ~uden. t
records.

The mea n age of the subjects for each group wo.s

determined, in addition to the Intellig ence Quotient and
the Verbal and Performance Scale sccrcs} when the latter
were available.

The Wechsler Intelli gence Scale for

Childr en was utilized for all subjects in Comparison C.
II. DESCRIPTION OF SUBJECTS
The samples were obtained from the population of
children

~ nrolleJ

in eith(;r the Special Class or th e Learn-

ing Disabi lity Groups in the Educationally Handicapped
program in the San Juan Unified . School District, Carmichael ,
California.

Th e population includ ed only those chilclr er.
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between the a g es of 7- 3 and 10-3 who exhibited no iJenti f i eJ s en~ o ry h e: n<..li ca ps s uch as s ev cr·e hearing , sp eech ,
si ght, or physical disabil.ities.
Fo rm s granting

per rn i~sion

wer e sent to th e p arent

c-;r

t o t e st t hose childr en

gu arJ.ia ns .

Seventy-four of the

nin ety-six form s we r e rett r ned a nd fro m those the samp l e s
were obt a ined.

...

Ninet een of the twenty- t hree schools

housin g progra :··s for th e Educa t ionally liandicapped withi n
the app ropriate age rang e• were included.

No perm is sion

forms were r etur ned in f our o f t h e schools .

Data releva nt

to th e su bjects and th e co mparison 1n wh ic h they were
includ ed is p r e s en ted in Appe ncEx E.

Copies of t he "Pe:--

mission t o Test" form and the cover l etter ar e also ava ilable in Appendix A.
Th e San Juan Uni fied School Dis t r ict is loca ted in
Sacrame nto Coun t y, nor th-e as t of the Ca pit a l City.
are sixty--eig ht elementary sch oo ls in the dist_r ict.

There
Dur ing

the 196 8 -19 69 school ye a r ther e wer e t wenty - three pr ograms
for the Educationally llandicapped.
Th e
tio n .

D ist~ict

include d a primar ily middle income po pu la -

The Distric t al so i nclu d e d s ev eral areas which were

designated as "t<trget zo ne s' in th at they met

the

requiremen ts for Feder a l poverty funds av ai l abl e to s chools.3

3 Stateme~t by Dr. J ames Cowa n , Assistant Superintendent,
San J u :1 n Un i .f i c (l Schoo 1 Di s t ri c t , Carmi c hac 1 , Ca 1 i f o :r n i a .
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III. INSTRUMtNTS
The Illinois Test of Ps ycholin guistic Abiliti e s a nd
the Wechsler Intelli ge nce Sc a l e f or Chil dr en \ve r e t he instruments useJ in this study.

Only the Illinois Test wa s

actu a lly a Jm inist e red to the sub j ects.

Th e res ults of the

Wechsler Sc a le for children examinations durin e th e past
two years wore accepted from th e stud e nts' rec ords.
A description of the Wechsler Int e llig e nce Sc a le f or

Children a nd th e Illinois Test of Ps y c hol i nguistic Abilities
was included in this section.
Wecshler Intelli gence Sca_!.e for Children
The We chsler Scale is co mp osed of twe l -;r e s :1bt es ts.
Two of the su b tests arc considered suppleme n ta ry and are
not generally included in the reporting of the intelligence quotients.

Five subtests, ther e for e , ar e inclu de d in

each of the t\vO areas tested by the scale.

The t wo major

areas utilized in this study are the Verbal an d the Performance scale.
The Verbal Scale
This scale is primarily a series of subte sts with
emphasis on language factors.
( 1)

e du cat ion ,

The five subtests involve

(2) Past exp e rience,

(3) ge nera liz a tion,

(4) a bs tr a ct a nd lo gical thinkin g , a nd (5) co nce ptu al
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mental functions.'' 4
The Performance Sc ale
In cont rast , the Performance Scale emphasi ze s the
manual manipulation of concr ete objects and is primarily
concerne d with perceptual factors.

Ta s ks require vis ual

merr-.ory and fine-motor coordin a tion skills.

Specific

subtest de s criptions fol low:
••

\1.

Wechsler Intelli ge nce Scale for Children
Information:

I nformation from exp er ience
and education.

Comprehension:

Practi c al kn owledge and s ocial
jud gemen t ,

Arithmetic:

Co ncentration an d aritmetit
re ason ing,

Similarities:

Lo g ical and abstract think ing
ability .

Voc ab ulary:

Word knowledge frcm experienc e
and education.

pigit SJ?.a!': =

Attention and r ot e memory .

Pictu1·e Completion:

Vis ua l alertness a nd visu a l
memory.

Picture Arrangement : Intc·rpret ations of social
situ atio ns.
Block De si gn:

Analysis and formation of
abstr a ct desi gn.

Object Assernb!_y_ :

Putting to gether of concrete forms.

4ra
·r
u ·. 1. n"
t'-'

'

o~

cit., p. 10
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Sp e ed of l earni ng and writing

~o.Jin g_:

symbol ~.

Mazes:

Planning and fo llowing a visual
pattern. ' ,·.)r

The instrument \vhi ch wa c of primary importance in

this study was the Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic
Abil ities .

The test

~vas

ind iv idua lly admini s tered, as

prescribed in the Examiner 1 s Manual, to all of the subjects in the sample.

All of the subtests were utilized

fo r the three major hypotheses although in the Mean of the
Scaled Scores only ten of the

t~elve

are included.

As stated previously th e t est is divided into two
levels:
level.

the Repre senta tional level and the Aut oma t ic
The processes evaluated on these levels include the

receptive, organizing, and expre ssive p r oces ses.

The

channels through which this communication proceed ed were
the auditory to vocal and the visual to motor sensory modes.
Th e in d ividual subtests and their descriptions

£ o 11 C'\v:

5D avid We chs ler , " Wechsler In trl li gc nce Scale for
Children Exar11inD. tio n Report \vi th Profile ," JO U'J?_!?"l l of
~o n ~~_1 tj:_!~,c; P s y_c h ~ l9_gr: 3 8 2 , 0 c to b e r , 1 9 51.

1.

Receptive Process :
(l)

J\.udit:ory Recept icn.

The subject is

f()r(; S p c)j"}J--~~-il11""7t_,., )' Q S 1 1 0

Y

' 1 11 () 1 1

i.!~·;kcd
0

<i I~ S \•-' C .r t

vcrhnlly presented material.
't'he chiLl
must dcri v e meaning from t h e:; ~3 ta teJI\ en t and
respond 3ppropriataly. The vocabula~y
dif{iculty in creases as the subtc s t pr oc eeds.
Itcn1s incl,_,_d.e: " Do dials ymm?", " Do
·H ing l ess birds soar?" , etc .
(2)

2.

Visual Hecen tion.
This subtcst measurE.s a
C:Jiii(f'~s--a!J1J i ty- to o btain " me<Eling :t r om
y ~_::_; u a 1 s y Hll l o J s . ''
T h c su b j e c t J. s a'"' . e d to
observe a stimu lu s picture and the n to fin~
one on a fo1lowing page; \ The correct
~response is the one wh ich i s mos t conceptuHlly simiiar t o th e pi c ture .

Organi zing Process:
(1)

Audi t ory-Vocal Association.
Th:s :-;ubt ·:::s t
taps tJle -s1:1T)_
f ec ts-"i:ih i Til:y·-'to respond to
ve 1:ba ~. analo gi es.
The s:uclc::-1t must complete
the analogy by replying with the correct
1·iord fo r the statem ent .. i . c .
"A dog has
11
h a ir~ a. fish has .

( 2)

Y.:~_s u a

l __i\ s -~-~:-i : : . t ~~or: . Th c sub j e c t is as ked
to associate one af four choices OI pic tu res with the s ti mulu :; picture .
i ie is
asked to respond to " Wh ut goes wi t h this?"
and '' Whi c h one o f the:3 e?" Th2. sub tcs t
inc rea s es in difficulty as .he presentat i on C1 f t h c Jn ~ t c r i a 1 c h a n g 1.; s to t. h a t of a

vi su:-i..l analo~y m ~1ch :Like the p revi ous
verb<:~)

3.

\

0\>')

analngi0s .

Exp r ess i ve Pr·ocess :
(1)

Verba l b:l) rcssi n n:
The student is a.skecl
tC r espond to tou r f amiliar objcc~ s
presented i n.Jiv i.~:ua.l.ly .
llis r c;;pons:~ is
score d on t he basis of the content of
tJH: T<':Sf-OP.sc and the mt mber of "discrete,

- ---- ---~-----v--- -
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relevant , and factual c oncepts exp rt2; s s ed ."(>
~ !n nual !:x!ncs s ion,
This subtest eva lu a tes
tHe--i:!TiT J::rt·y·-or-·ni e s tt~ dent to ex p :r c s s id e as

( 2)

thr ough ges tures. Th e c h:iid pantominc s t he
app ro p ri;:ttc ac tion in re sp ons e to a picture
such as a te l<:phone .
Auto mat ic
1.

""
. ..,
Le V {';j_

Clos ui'C :
l'1).

Gr ammatic Closure. The chil d is pre se nt ed
1)-0th aud ito ry and vi sua l s t i mu li to
which he is asked to res p ond or a ll y . The
task me a sures t he child' s ab ili ty to
respond or a lly with th e appropriate
grammatic and syntax infl e ctions . An
example wou ld be "Here is a dog: h ere
are two
" ( d ogs).

(2)

Visual Cl osure . This subtest asks the
chil(l to f(1en fify a familiar object
fro m a comple x backg roun d . Th e obj e cts
are oft en incompl ete or part i a lly obstruct~ rl
and vary i n de gr ee of diff icu l ty. Th e~
item is timed and thirty s ec onds is allowed
for each pi.cture strip.

(3)

Sup p le m~_nt ary Te st l.
Au d ito ry Closure .
The stu de nt is aske d t o re spo nd to the
auditory stimulus by co mp letin g th e wo rd.
The qu esti on is posed: "What am I talkhlp: about ?" Syll ab les or sounds a re
omitte d f rom the stimulus word and the
st11<lc:n t mu st f ill th em i n to produc e
the: complete word.
An ex ample wou l d be

~11th

" airpl
(4)

6parasl~o vop ou lo s ,

"
Sound Blend i ng .
th e sounds

ora

~E · ci t . , p . 20

(:J

wo l' d s p o k c n s i n g J y \.' i t J1 h a .l [ - s e co n cl
int E:rv a ls thr o <J£1}1 r::c:tch . Th e d 1ild is
ask e d t v put th ~ -· ound:-; <:ni!C thc r <H~ d
t e 11 what :t. h C'

\ ·! c r d J s •
E\) dt r e 0 1
·.Jonl s o.re inc l ud e d.

no1~ sc nsc

2.

8 ;1. d

Scqu c n t i 2.l McL·to ry:.
(1)

J\qui tr)r:z t)e:ru r:t1ti ·-'1 H , ,n·,r-··· v
Ti1c s u bj ect
-~--~~
lc(~
l~--r0
--1::-~~;
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~i:
":
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('
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IV. TP.EATMI NT OF THE DATA
Stud e n t ' s t

t e s t h hi ch a:thn·J s for co:Hpa ris o n of

t he difl'cren c c h c t wc;c n 1i1C rt : .s

sp e cif i c

di f f 2 r e n c e~

cyi stc o

·r:t.~

~; :-;i~ d

bctw~e n

tc J et e rni n c j :f

t he g r 0ups unde r

e x am i n;:;. t .i.o r.. .
cl i v i

cl8 d

b y a s i:. c.m Jar '-1 d ev i aU. o 1~ ; th e d i ffe r ence betwe en

th e me a ns 1 s t he cl '.: V :i. c::>. t : on a n d t!lC ·s t an d a r d er ro r o f

'7
I

X h ~- J .

t he
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difference between the means is the standard devi a tion"8
For the purpose of this study ninety-five percent level
of confidence (.95 ) was selected · as significant although
all levels were reported.
The me a n of the scaled scores ob t a ined from the
ten subtests (not including the Supplementary tests of

.. .

Auditory Closure and Sound Blending ) \vas utilized for
gross comparison of the t h ree major hypotheses.9

In

addition each of the twelve subtests was analyzed s eparately as sub - hypotheses to specify learning modality
deficiencies.

V. SUMMARY
Chapter Three has discussed the characteristics
of the sample population and presented a description of
the instruments utilized in the study.

The procedure

for treatment of the data and the collection procedures
concluded the discussion.

Chapter IV will present the

data collected and the interpretations.

8N, M. Downie and R. W. Heath, Basic St a tistical
Methods (New York : Harper and Row, 1965), p. 138.
9Kirk, £f_· ~l!·

p. 51
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CHAPTE R IV
PRESENTATION OF TilE FINDINGS
The data collected in this study was presented t o
answer thr e e questions proposed:

(1) Do Educationally

Handicapped children have learning modality deficiencies
as measured by the Illinois Tes t of Psycholinguistic
Abilitie s when compared with the children from the normative popul ation?

(2) Are there differences in the learn-

ing modality abilities of Educationally Iiandicapped studen ts
related to sex? and (3) Do high J. y verb a l Educa ti onally
Handicapp ed boys differ in their profiles from those

~ho

were per forma nce skilled?
Comparison A:

Educ_ationally Handicapped and Norms

The difficulties demonstrated by the child with
Educational Han dicaps in learning separate

him from the

children in th e school setting who do not experience these
specific problems.

These sensory

modal~ty

deficiencies of

the children wcTe sp eci f ically identified through the
administrati on of the Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic
Abilities.

This

i~formation

was then compared to the

normative gr oup to Jctermine the disparity between the
pe rf orman ce of Educationally tlandic apped group on each
subtcst in Comparison A.

-- - - -

---

-

- -

___....,. __ - - - - -

---
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Comparison B:

Boys anu Girls

Comparison B evaluated boys versus gi rls in their
responses to the various subtests.

If the assu mp tion

could be maclc that no cliffcr:::nces exist ed between the
se xes , one could assume that the findings rega rding
sensory-modal abilities of Ecluca t ionally:: llandicapped
children did not relate to sex differenc e s .

.. ...
Comparisorr C:

Verbally Qriented and Perf ormance Orie nt ed

The male subjects with hi gh verb al abilities were
compared to those with high performance skills.
ability or ski ll ·was defined:

A "high"

(1) as a Verbal Sc al e

score fifteen points sup er ior to the Performa nce Sc a le
score; cr (2) a PerfonnaJJcc Scal e fifteen points, one
standard deviation, superior to the Verbal Scale score .
Students with a significant discrepance beh,reen Ve rbal
a nd performance scores might exhibit significant deviations in sensory stren gths.
The results of such information would then be
applicable to Educationally Handicappe d students in
general and would allow appropriate pro gram planning,
identification, and possible prevention of learnin g
probl ems through early diagnosis.
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l. COMPARISO N A:

EDUC J\'flU ~L\LLY

ll/\NDICAPPED AND NO.RJv!ATlVL POPULATIO N

A comparison o f the

sub~est

scores of th e Educ a tional-

ly 1-landicappecl subjects and the normative population
revealed Jispar a t e test results.

The

characteristic~

of

the Educational J.y iiand icapp eel child include d m.1nwrou s

.. . .

referenc es t o (1) jnability to pay attention,

( 2)

to

learn traditional subjecf matter through traditional
techniqucs 5 and (3) to retain inform.ation.l

Such ch a rac-

teristics were no t apparent in the population upon which
the test was norm cd .2

Both g r~ups were rel a ted on th e

factors of chronolc g ical age, years in school, and intellcctual abilities.
Presentation of the findings of the major hypothesis
and

S~b-hy p othcses

Hypothesis 1:

follow:

The psycholinguistic abilities of the
Educationally Handicapped children would
not differ from those children reported
in the normative data on the Illinois
Test of Psycholinguistic. Abilities.

The psycholin g:uistic ch2racteristics, sensory-modal
abilities , of Educationally Ilanclicapped children were
significantly inferior to those of the normative populat

ion as me <1 s u r c J l.J y t i1 c mcan of · the s c a 1 c cl s cores .

/\.

.01 level of s ig nificance wa s obt a ine d when the scalecl

lcruic: k sha Hk> loc. cit.
2

P ::. :t"8S 1( CV01"JO '...l ] O S;

~~?.. cit. ' p .

:?r
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score mean of the

Ec.lucation.:~lly

Handicapped children was

compared to that for the population on which the scores
were normcd.
Discussion of ltypothcsis 1:

The Educationally

Handicapped children encountered sig11ificant difficulty
in performing appropriately on the majority of the Illinois
Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities subtest;,.
ficu~ty

This dif-

Jid not appear to be related to an intellectual

deficiency.

The mean intelligence quotient of the group

was 96.68 and did not d"iff er significantly from the
population average.

In considering the performance dif-

ficulties apparent within this group an estimate of
intelligence must be regarded as only a minimal representation of potehtial.
The intellectual scores for the normative population
ranged from 84.00 to 116.00 on the Stanford Binet
mean of the similar age groups averaged 101.00.

The
The

normative group consisted of !!average" students in school
as measured by their performance within one year of grade
level.

The Educationally Handicapped children performed

a minimum of two years below their ability level.
The

r~asons

for the -significant discrepancy on the

scalerl score mean between the Educationally Handicapped
and normative population was clarified through analysis of
the subtcst data .

As each

sub-hypoth~ s is

was presented
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the specific areas of sensory-modal deficiency was
apparent.
ilypothesi ~ _la:

The .'\uditory Reception subtest scores of
th e Euucation;1l ly llandicappecl s ubjects
would not differ f rom the subj e cts in
the nonnativ e data.

The performanc e of the Educationally Handicapped
subjects on the Auditory Reception subtests was significantly different from the performan ce of those in the
normative population.

The data in Table I indic a tes

that the mean for the Educationally llandicap pecl subjects
is lower than that for the normative population.
TABLE I

COMPARISON A: AUDITORY RECEPT IO N
- - - - - --

--------·----··- --

Group

N

E. H.

36

Norm.

Mean
31.412
36.000

Scale J Score
DF
SD

--

-

t

Level

4.459

.001

5.824
6.000
-· ===

==--==---=-~ =. :==-=---::.=--==: · - ·

P.__is cu :; s ion of Hypo thes i~_l~_:_

The Auditory Reception

subtest is designed to assess the subject's ability to
derive mea n ing from auditory stimuli.

The indiviuual words

must be in teg rated and consequently the subt es t requires
both compr e hension and recall .

The su b jects appeared to
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have di fficulty in c om prehens io n of voca bu lary words
s u ch a s

11

:.

o a r i n g , 11

"

p o r t a 1 s , " and " p r e c i p i t a t e '" an <.1 i n

integration of t he wor<.ls within th e phrases.
A difficulty in both retention and attention skills
such as the [ ducat i onally ll a ndic ap ped subjects d em on··
stratcd would affect this performance.

No difficulty was

apparent in the response requirements of "yes/no".
Several of the subj ec ts appeare d

~o

pers ev eratc f or short

perio ds and continued to choos e a single response.
The Visual Reception subtest scores of the
Educat i onall y Handicapped subjects wou l d
not differ from t h e subjects in the
normative data.

The performa nce of the EclucationaJly HanJicappcJ
subjects on the Visual
signific~ntly

Recep~ion

subtest did not differ

from the perf orman :e of those in the norma-

tive population, as indicated in Ta ble II.
TABL E II
COMPARISON A:

VISUAL RECEPTION

---·-----·--------··-- --------------·- ----- -- ---

Group

N

Mean

E. H.

36

35.235

Scaled
or e
-·
- --SDSc
____

DF

t

Level
- - --

6.984
0.743

Norm.

115

6.'JOO

-----·-·----------··
- - - --·- - --·------ ····-··-----------·--·--...---·------ -------·- - -------- - · - -·- --- ·-·-· - ···--- - - - --~

Discu :- s ion of llypo t he3 is lb:

The Visual Reception

suhtest pa ral lels the Auditory Reception sulltcst except
in the sensory modality emphasized .

The Educationally

Handicapped ch i ldren 5 like those reported in the liter a ture with readin g problems)3 l1ad no demonstratable dif·f i c u 1 t y

''~ i t

h the s u b t e s t .

Chil dren with learning problems frequently utilize
picture clues to ass i s t them in understanding printed
information.

They have le arned to effectively obtain

.co ntext clu es from the pic tures 1n their reading books.4
The task itself also requires and stimulates attention because the actio n is focused on t he bo ok let and the
tur ning of the pages.

The attention factor does not

ent.e1· in t o consideration b e cause of the high stimulus

value of the material.
'Ihe Educationally Hanclicapped child may clo 1·:ell on

the Visua 1 Re ception sub test because of : ( 1) the appa r ent
incr eased ability of the child to utilize picture clues;
( 2 ) the a c: t .i v i t y of ·t u r n in g the pages ; ( 3 ) t h c in t c res t

created throt:gh stimulat ir. g materials; and (4) the task
cloes not require memory strengths in th at th e subj e ct may
refer bnck t\1 the stimulus item one time.

:5Jlc11mu th, .<2.1?_ · cit., p. 400.
4 ""1
l .l ]•. (J •
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!..!.Y_pothesi~~:

The Auditory-Voc a l Association subtest
scores of the I cluc:1tionally Jlandicapped
subjects would not differ from the subjects in the normative data.

The Educationally Handicapped subjec t s performance
on the Auu :i. tory Association sub t est differed significantly
from

th ~ t

of the norm a tive popul a tion.

Table III d epicts

th e low e r mean of the Educationally Handicapped students
as compa r ed to the norm.

TABL E III
eOMPARISO N A: AUDITORY ASSOCIATION

Q.J:..~f~;lS

s ion of llypo thesis 1 c:

This t a sk,

\•I hi

ch

requi re s the completion of an an analogo u s s ta tement, Tequires the child to manipulate lin guistic symbols ef fectively.

Such a task requires a t tention skills, au d itory

memory, and comprehension skill.

The task is highl y cor-

relateJ to the Auditor y Reception subtest.S
The difficulty of the Educationally Handicap p ed child
to ret a in ami manipulate inf onn::: t ion wou ld inhibit perf or··

Srara.skcvepoulos, £.E.· c!_t.~ p. 188
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mance on this sub tc st.

The deg ree of dif f iculty increases

as the testing proc ee ds, thcrG fo re , makin g the task harder
as well as r ep etitive .

It become s incr easin gly difficult

for the child with a short att en t ion sp a n, both to maintain
attention anJ to process the inf ormation.

The format of

· the tas k does not vary, there f ore th e stimulus value decreases
as the test continues through th i rty-one or forty-two

items.
Hypothesis ld: The Visual-Motor Association subtes t scores
-·
·- - - - · - of th e Educationally Handicapped subjects
would not differ from the s ubject s in the
norma tive data.
Performa;1ce on th e Visu a l Association subtest di:ffered sign i f ic an tly between the Educationally Hand icapped
group and th e normative population.

The Educ ation al ly

llandicappcd students obtained a lower mean on the subtest
as illustrated in Table IV.
TABLE IV
COMPARISON A: VISUAL ASSOCIATION

---·--r•
Group

N

E. H.

36

Mean
32.794

SD

DF

t

5.246
3.116

Norm.

-

-

-

36 . 000

---

Level
.01

6.000

-

- - - - -

2.'=~--

-=----
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Di s c us s ion of IIy pot 0..9. s i s 1 ~:!. :

The Eclu c a t i on a ll y

Jlandicapped subjects exhib ite d considerable difficulty
\v:i.th this subtest in rel at ion to the previously reported
Visual Reception subtes t .

The tasks differ in that while

both utilize pictures, the second task requires a skill
in analogous thinking i nstead of a noting of commonalities.
The relationships of the objects represented in the pictures
is important for success in the task.
The subjects had little dif f iculty with the initial
portion of the task in which the object pictured in the
center must be related to one of the four pictures surrounding it.

Considerable difficulty was noted when the

task wns removed from this level to & hi gher level
re~uirin g

the student to note the relationship between two

items and then establish an a nalo gous relationship between
a stimul.us figure in the center and one of four choices.
The students appeared to per s everate on the previous
task and continue to choose a related, rather than an
analogous, item.

The difficulty of understanding and

duplicating relationships experi e nc e d on the Auditory
Association subtest was compounded by the omission of .
language to illustrate the relationship.
Hypothesis le: The Verbal Expression subj:est scores of
the Educationally Handicapped subjects
would not differ from the subjects in the
normativ e da ta.
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The differ ence in performance between the Educationally
Handic apped subjects ancl the nonnative population was
highly significant on the Verbal Express ion subtcst.

The

comparis on of the means is illustrated in Table V.

TABLE V
COMPARISON A: VERBAL EXPRE SSION

N

E.!-1.

36

SD

Me an
27.471

3.419

36.000

6.000

DF

t

8.289

Norm.

Level
.001

score l evel on the Verbal Expression "the subject must be
able to express himself in "relevant, discrete and approx:i-·
mately factual" terms.6

The EducationaJly Handicapped

child ap peared to have considerable difficulty in performing
in this manner.
The task required the child to observe an object

and "tell about it."

This request and the objects in par-

ticu lar t he ball \v ere extremely stimulating to the majority
of the subjects.

The child could not inhibit impulses to

6Kirk, o~ cit. p. 51
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demonstrate the use of the object, bouncing the ball,
rolling the button, and dro pping the block.

He rare ly

pttt this action into words as demon st rated with the initial
item.
The subjects generally labeled the object easily but
· did not express concepts such as col or material numerosity,
comparison or assoc i ations ,
expr~ssed

in many ways, many

The use for the object was
however~

were repetitious.

The stimulus value of the ob jects incrc a.ses from the

"exciting" ball to a much less interesting button.

A

reversal in present a tion of the objects might significantly alter the content of the responses since the ball
appears to be distracting and to alter the 's e t' of
instructions produced by th e demonstration it e m.
The performance disability on the Verbal Expression
item may be related to all or several possible factors:
(l) the distractions presented by the objects;

organi za tional difficulty of the subjects;

(2) the

(3) the lack

of recall of the demonstrat ed categories; and (4) the
sequential o r der of the items presented.
Hypothe si s lf: The Manu a l Expression subtcst scores of
the Educ atio nally Handicapped subjects would
not diff e r from the subjects in the
normative data.
The comp ari son of the performance of the Educationally
Handic;Jpp ed subjects and the nornw.tive population revealed
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a slight difference on the Manual Expression subtest.
The difference did not reach the accept a ble level of significance but existed at the ten percent level.

Data

in Table VI show that the Educationally llandicapJ1ed. subjec ts mean was slightly loHer tJ1an that for the. normative
population.

TABLE VI

.. .

COMPARISON A:

MANUAL EXPRESSION

Grou E______ Ji____ M_c_a_n_____
S_D___D_F_________;t_____1_,e_v_e_l_
E. H.

36

33.971

6.309

36.000

6.000

1. 972

Norm

Discussion of Hypoth esis l f :
rapidly to the pictured objects.
to la ck in content and depth.

.10

The subjects responded
The responses appeared

Each stimulu s rec eived a

respon se but often the details were omitt ed.

The tele-

phone picture general ly elicited a response of putting
a receiv er to the ear but rarely was the phone dialed.
The impulsive reaction often noted in Educationally
Handicapped ch ilJren 7 was apparent durin g administration
of this subte st .

None of the children were observed to

7cruickshank, loc. cit.
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delay their responses nor was planning observed.
The task response was one of high interest and the
students appeared motivate d. by the stimulus pictures.
The ta·::;k was perceived as a "fun" activity and not a.s
a test.
The Educationally Handicapped subjects ivere:

(1)

stimulated by the pictures and enthusi a stic 1n responding;
and (2) un able to supply an organized response which
focused attention to the details of th~ object, although
.these factors did not significantly detract from their
performance.
!:!r.E.othesis__L_g_: The Gramraatic Closure subtcst scores of the
Educationally l!andicappcd subj ec t s would
not djffer f rom the subjects in the norma~
tive data.
TABLE VII
CQr.lPARISO N A: GRAMMATIC CLOSURE

Grour

N

E. H.

36

Mean

SD

29.1 76

11.825

:)6.000
___

6.000

DF

--Level
----

t
6.631

Norm.
=-==--":"'~=~

....

-··

..

.,.

.001

.·

subtest r equires the student to respond appropriately by
supplying the miss.tng wo:·d in a sentence.

A picture accom-

panics the or al presentation of the stimulus .

--

-

-

--
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The response of the Educationally Handi capped students
was similar to that reported for children with reading
problems . B This task on the automatic level required
both perceptual speed and closure

as

well as memory skill.

The correlations between subtests on the Illinois
Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities demonstrate the

Gram~

matic Closure subtest to be closely related to the Auditory
Reception, Auditory Association, and Visual Association
subtests more closely than the other

s~btests

on the Auto-

matic Level.9
The Educationally Handicapped subjects demonstrated
difficulty with the Grammatic Closure subtest and the other
three associated subtests.

These subtests generally require

th&t the students exhibit skills in:
ceiving;

(1)

(2) experiencing closure; and

speed of per(3) retention

for ether than immediate recall.
Huothesis lh: The Visual Closure subtest scores of the
Educationally Hand ica·pped subjects vwu ld
not differ from the subjects in the normative data.
The Educationally

Ha~dicappcd

subjects obt a ined

significantly lower mean scores on the Visual Closure subtest
than did tl1e nonnative population with Hhich it Has com-

pared.

Specific data is available in Table VIII.

8p,:,.raskcvopou }os, S21?.· .c iL , p. 19.1
"~paraS
···
1.\: C\T OfOU.i'

CS

1

~·

p . 187
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The Visual Closure

s ubtcst was not pre sent in the Experimental Edition of
the ins trunen t.

Th e researc h dat a wa s not available other

than th at don e fo1· pu r poses o f standardization.
The Educa tionall y Handicapped students exhibited difficu 1 ty with the subtes t.

This wa s du e a t least partially

to the fact tha t it was a timed task.
thir~y

Each

~udent

secoads to observe and ma rk the obje cts.

had

The

student s did not finish the task and it was necessary to
int errupt their seeking for objects e ac h time as t he time
elapsed.
Some of the students were
seve ral times.

ob~ervcd

t o re-mark objects

This ab sorb ed additional time and dis-

tract ed them f rom locating new figures.
The difficulties noted by the examiner on this subtest appeared to be:

(1)

inade quate closure skills; (2)

pers everatio n; _ (3) the hazard o:f a timed task;

and (4)

slow perception skill.

TARLE VI l I
COMPARISON A: VISUAL CLOSURE

Group -·-F

~.

H.

.

N

i'vfcan

--~

36

SD

33.020

6.628

36.000

6.000

DF

t

2.887

Norm

Level
' 01

Ilypothes~~li:

The Auditory Sequ e n tia l Me mo r y subtest
scores of the Edu c ationally llandicap p ed
subjects would not d i ffer from the su bj e cts in th e normative da t a.

Th e compari s on of th e performance of the Edur:ational1y Han dic apped stud. ent s a nd the normative popul at ion
· of the Audito ry Sequential Memory subtest reve aled. a differencc of minimal si gn ifi can ce. · The si gni fi c a nc e l evel
did . no t re ach that of a .OS as indicated in Table IX.
TABL E IX
C:OMPJ\lHSO N A: AUDITORY SEQU ENT IAL MEMORY

===E. H.

36

34.059

t·

DF

SD

7.7 9 0
1.8 8 6

Norm.

36.000

Level
,lO

6.000

======================================~~~~

Discussion of Hypothesis

1~_:

Throughout the litera -

ture th e stu de n ts with r eadi ng difficulties a re re ported t o
have si gnificant problems wi th Au ditory Sequenti a l Memory
subtest.

The gene ral di ffi culty exhibited on Automat ic

functio ning become s more explicit in re gard to the two
memory sub t ests.lO
One wou ld. hav·e expected that th e Educa ticnally !-Jandicap ped students would have simil a r difficulty to the dyslexic

l OParaskevopoulos,

.<212. · cit.) p. 191
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children reported in th e Jitcrature,ll

bec.:ause both groups

exhibit severe reading difficultieJ.
The Educ a tionally Ha ndicapped children did not perform sig nifi cantly

dif~crent

from those children in the

nor mativ e group, but so me deviation was noted.

The task

require d an immediat e aud ito ry recall, an automatic
respons e.

·- ..

It di ffered from the Wec hsler Scale Digit Span

subtcist which had been nctcd to be

ch a racteristically

difficu l t for children ,.f ith learning problems .12

The

Wechsler task requires the digits to be g iven more slowly
and also check s for longer term r etention by requ e sting
the re petit io.1 of the dig its backward.
The deviation noted would be related to the difficulty
that Educationally Handic apped students often have in

retainin g information and attending to stimuli.

The

rapidi ty with wh ich the sequences a re given wrn1ld assist
the stu den t a s would the familiarity with numbers .
!2l:.p_r~!-~~s J s

l_L._ The

Visual Sequent ia 1 !vlemory subtes t scores
for th e Educa tionally Handi c apped subj e cts

would not differ from the subjects in the
norm a tive data .
'l'he diffen::nce b e t\vcen the Educationally Handicapped

ll Ka s s

>

9P. . c 1 t

.

J

l 2 J~ 0 c b c c k ' ~. ~it

p . 3 59 .

.'

p . 1.14
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subjects and the normativ e populution was highly significant on the Visu a l Sequ e ntial Memory subtest.

The

Educationally Ha nd i c apped students demonstrated considerable difficulty 'vi t h the s u btest as may be observed
in Table X.
TA BLE X

COMPARISO N A: VISUAL SEQUENTIAL MEMORY
====-- =- = = ===

Group

N

E, H.

36

S'c a l ecl Sc ores
Mean
SD
DF

---

30.853

11.490

36.COO

6.000

t
Level
·-------

5.002

Norm.

Discussion of

-- - ---------~-=-

Hypo~h e sis__]j_:

.001

--·--- -

The Visual Sequential

Memory subtest was difficult for the Educationally Handicapped students.

The task required the child to observe a

sequence of unfamiliar symbols and then place chips with
the symbols in the same order.
five seco nd. observ a tion

The student was allowed a

sequer~ ce.

Krippner demon s trated that one of the di £ fe ·r ences
noted with childr en wlw were linguistically precocious was
a superiCJr ability in visual sequential memory.l3

The

stren gth in visual rcccdl allowed the child to retain
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visual symbols and read at a n early age.
The Educationally Handicapped subject s ex hibit hi ghly
signLficant discre pan cies fro m the no r mative group on this
task.

They also are e xp e r ie ncing sev e re difficulties in

learnin g reading skills.
On e observation not ed on th e Visual Sequen tial Memory
subtest was that whcm the student attempted to assi gn

.. .

~angtiage

to t he unfamiliar symb ols his performa nce improv ed

markedly on the ta sk .

:tvla'ny of t he Education a lly Handi -

c apped students had difficulty beginning with the sequence
of five digits.

At this point 1 they appeared un ab le to

recall the figures purely visually and had to find alternatives or fail on the task.

The few that succeeded began

to label the chips either as objects or letters.

The

task at that point was supported with an auditory memory.
The Visual Sequential Memory subtest in the Revised
Editio n of the battery is different from the task in the
Exp erim e ntal Edition.

The previous edition had fi gur e s

which we re objects and geometric shapes.

The subtest

has been renormed on the new edition; howev er , little
experim e ntal data i s av a ilable on per f ormance on this subtest.

The new edition wou ld appear to be a pure me a sure

of visual memory in that the objects are not labeled
with case.
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Hypothe sis lk: The supplementary Test 1 : Auditory Closure
subtest scores of the Educationally llanJicapped subjects would not differ from the
subjects in the normative data.
The performance of th e Educationally Handicapped
s t udents differed significantly on the Auditory Closure
subtest from the normative population .

Th e Educati onally

Handicapped students had considerable difficulty on the
subtest a s illustrated in Table XI.
TABLE XI

COMPARI SON A: AUDITORY CLOSURE

==s=cafetl
Gr oup__

E. H.

N

36

Norm .

~ c. ur e s

Mean

SD

25.265

8 . 300

36.00

6.00 0

·- - - - - - ------

DF

t

Level

10.433

.CO l

-------~----~--------~------------·-------------------------Discus s i on of fiypothesis 1~ : The Aud i t ory Cl osure

subtest is a
Edit io n.

Supp l e~enta r y

Te s t inclu ded in the Revised

No r esearch data other than that prov i ded f or

t he norming p r oposes was avai l able.
The me an on thi s
subtests.

s~btcst

was the l owest of al l the

The students ha d c onsiderable difficulty wi th

t he last fifteen of t he thirty items .

When a stude n t

did not respond c orrectly to an item, the failure was
obvious.

In the other s ubtests an incorrect response wa s

rarely apparent to the s tudent.
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The Educationally Hanuicappcd students were rapiJly
discour ag ed by failure and their motivation and coop e ration diminished wi th l ack of success.

It wa s difficult

therefore to discern be tween an innbility to perform on
the auditory closure task and a difficulty in handling
failure.
The Educationally Handicapped chil d demonstrated that
·· ..

.the audit ory closure task was cliff i cul t.

How ever t the

highly ~ignificant discre~ancy might be questioned in light

of the other variables affe cting performance.
Hypothe s_i_~ l_:_Th.~

Supplententary Test 2: S?und ~lendi !!~
e s t s cores of the Ed u cat 1 on a 11 y Ha Jltl l capped subjects would not differ from the
subjects in the normative data .
su Dt

The Sound Blending subtest results were significantly
different between the Educationally Ilandicapped a nd normative population.

The Educationally Handicapped students

were significantly superior to the students in the norming
group.

Table XII presents the statistical data for this

hypoth esis .

TABLE XII
COMPARISON
-·

G·.coup

N

E. 1!.

36

Norm.

A~

SOUND BLENDING

-sca-led Sco-re:,
·Mean
SD
DF
40.353

7.151

36.00

6 . 000

=-

t

Level

4.230

.001
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Discussion of l!ypothes:i.s 1 1:

The Educationally

Handicapped students demonstrated a signif icantl y superior
skill in Sound Blending.

The subtest had not been pre'

viously included in the test battery so that no comparative
informat ion was available.

The task required the student

to blend several sounds provided auditorally into a word
or nonsen se syllable.

A half-second delay between sounds

separates them so that the student must provide the blending
himself.
Several factors contributed to the ease with which
the Educationally Handicapped students responded to the
subtes t:

(1) the subtest moved rapidly and t he activity

stimulated interest;

( 2) the Educationally !It.lndicapped

child had likely experienced remedi al reading training
which frequently emphasized "sound it out" act ivities
and thus developed skill in manipulating sounds; and (3)
the students were generally unaware of failing any partion of th e subtest and appeared to enjoy it .
Sun~_§.Tf o~_B_~_:;u!_! s

of

Comparis~E~:

Although the

Educationally Handicapped subjects were similar in chronologica l

age~

years in school, intelligence quotients, and

sociolo gical histories to the subjects in the norming population for the Revised Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic
Abiliti e s, the profiles of the comp arat ive groups differed
significantly.
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II. COMPARISO N B: SEX DIFFERENCES IN ILLINOIS

TEST OF PSYCHOLI NGUISTIC ABILITIES PERFORMANCE
In the Review of the Liter ature , Chapt e r II, it was
noted that the effect of sex di ffer ences on the test scores
was not regarded as si gnifi c an t by th e test developers.
Althou gh several of the subtests Jicl have significant
differ ences at specific age levels, for the purpose of
preparing the age norm scoring charts, this rlifference
was not taken into account . 14
The Educationally Handica pp e d subjects learning modalities
were compared in this study to determine if differences
existed which may be r ela ted t o sex differences.
I f it could be assum ed that

s~x

differences did not

relate to learnir[g modality deficiencies, ti1r: n the data
in the subsequent study relating Verbal versus Performance
oriented children could

b~

applicable to both boys and girls.

The psycholinguistic abilities of boys and

Hypothesis 2

girls in the Edu cc:.tionally Handicapped
programs would not differ,
Educationally

Handi~apped

boys and girls did not differ

significantly in their performance on the Illinois Test of
Psycholin gu istic i\bilities.

Their learning modality profiles

---------14raraskovopoulos, ££· cit._., p. 164
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were essentially th e sam e as observed through Mean of
Scaled Scores illustrated in Table XI II.
TABLE XII I
CO~!PARI SO N

-

:

B: MEAN OF SCALED SCORES

-s-cGle J

Group

N

i' 1c.an

s~.:~) i~ e s-

- --·-srr-

DF

Boys

10

3 2.50

3.83

18

Girls

10

31.80

5.46

18

Level

t

.s 23

0•

Discussion of llyp othesis 2:

ns

No deviations we re

anticip a ted between the performa nce of the boys an d girls
on the test battery.

The dat a available on the normat iv e

population found little dev iation betw een the sexes and
this was expected to be corr elat ed to the Educationally
Handicapped subjects also.
The slight deviations which were 1n existence in the
normin g procedure were disregarded by th e test developers.
Those areas reported to have been sli ghtly deviant were
the M<mual Expression and Visual Recept i on subt e sts whicP..
tended to f avor th e older· boys ,15

Fer this rea s on, it

wa s hypoth esized that differenc e s mav exist on the indivi dual subte s ts within the batte ry and these were analyze d

lSPJ.rask cvopoulos, .2_Q, ~ i ~ .) p . 164
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for the Educationally Handicapped subjects.

The data which

was presented in Table XIV incll.ldes the Sub-hypotheses a
through k, under main Ilypo1:h.esis 2.
A compatison of the Full Scale Intelligence Quotients
on the We chsler and Sta nford Binet Scales between the boys
-and girl s rev ea led no significant differences.

The boy s

Mean Intel li gence Quotient was 96.40 and the gi rls Mean
was 98.50.
Discussion of

Sub-Hypothes~s

under Ma jor Hyp oth esis 2:

The results in Table VI indicate that no si gnifi c ant differences existed between the performance on the subtests
between the boys and gir ls.

The differences on the Manual

Expression and Visual Reception subtests found during the
norming process were net apparent with the Edu cationa lly
Handicapped. subjects.
A s ligh t difference in performance on the Auditory
Reception subtest did not reach a level of si gnificance.
The Auditory Reception subtest is the first task administered in the battery, but should be mentioned.

It requires

that 1:h e child respond with a yes or no to a question
such as "Do ch airs fly?"

The student is requi red to com-

prehend the question as well as retain the information and
respond appropri ate ly.
Th e Auditory Re ception subtest is the first subt est. in
th e batte r y.

The experience of being presentecl

,.,i th

a new
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activity by an · unfamilia r examiner may have inhibited th e
p erform a nce of the girls slightly.

The task itself is

regarJed often as "funny" by the subjects and th ey tend
to enjoy it; however, a combination of the aforementioned
elements might have advers e l y affected their perfo rmance . .
TABLE XIV

COMPARISON B: EDUCATIONJ\LLY IIANDICAPPED
BOYS AND GI RLS SUBTEST SCORES ON THE
Itt!NOIS TEST OF PSYCHOLI NGUISTIC ABILITIES

-scarea

Group

N

Mean

Scores ·
SD
DF

Aucli tory Reception:
10
32.60
Boys

5.61

18

10

28.80

4.49

18

Auditory Association:
Boys
10
33.10

7.61

18

Girls

32.20

6.93

18

Verbal Expression:
28 .4 0
Boys
10

3.38

18

26.90

2.62

18

Visual Reception:
10
35.80
Boys

4. 0 4.

18

34.20

8.85

18

Vi sua 1 Association:
32.00
Boys
10

5.47

18

33.20

4.24

Girls

GiT1s

Girls

Girls

10

10

10

10

t

Level

2.001

.10

0.348

ns

1.311

ns

1.066

ns

0 .5 95

ns
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TABLE XIV COMPAR I SON B: ILLI NOIS TEST

or

PSY CHOLI NGUISTIC

..
d'J
AB I LI TIES SUI3T EST S ('''-.onc1nue
S c al ~ (f Sc or es

Group

sr.:

DF

Boys

10

s ion:
35.50

6.53

18

Girls

10

3 5. 30

4.88

18

Au d itor y 1'-iemory:
32.00
Boys
10

7.6 4

18

Girls

33.40

7.95

18

Grammatic Closure :
10
28 . 40
Boys

12.33

18

Girl s

26.80

14.59

10

32.50

10. 50

18

10

.52 -•.10

13.97

18

Visu a l Closure:
Boys
10

33 : 60

5.35

18

Girls

33 .· 8 0

8.74

18

Auditor y Closurr::
25 .; 80
10
Boys

7.55

18

27.20

10.02

18

39.90

7.60

18

~·1 a nua

...

Nea n

N
1

Vis ual
Boys
Girls

Girls

r~ xpres

10

10

Leve l

0.091

ns

0. 53 5

ns

0.376

ns

0.110

ns

0.105

ns

0.533

ns

0.962

ns

~ Ie1aory :

10

10

Sound Blending:
10
Boys
Girls

t.

10

37.40

7.84

18
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Summary of Di s cussion

O_!l C~E~r n rison

B:

The findings

of no significant diff erence betw een the performance of
boys a nd girls in programs for th e Eclucationally llan clic apped on the Ill inois Test of Psycholinguist i c

Ab~lities

wa s consistent with finding s re por ted for the nor ma tive
population.
III. COMPARISON C; VERBAL AND PERFO RMAN CE SKILLS
ON THE ILLINOIS TEST OF PSYCHOL INGU I ST IC ABILITIES

The Verbally skilled student is defined as one whose
Verb a l Scale score exceeds his performance Scale s core
by one standard deviation (fi ftee n points) on the We ch s ler
Intelli ge nce Scale for Children.

The Perfornancc ski lled

child has a Periormance Sc ale score which is

~uperio r

to

his Verb a l Scale score by one standard deviation.
From the male Educationally Handicapped students
who were either Verbally or Performa nce skilled, two representative groups were randomly chosen for the

purpose of

comparing their performance on the Illincis Test of Psycholinguistic Abiliti es.

In particul a r, the learni ng mod al ity

profiles were of significance in importahce.
For the comparison, the Verbal, Performance) and Full
Scale Intelligenc e Qu otients were reported .

It was noted

that si gnif icant differences existed betwe en each of the
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groups as recorded in Table XV.
TAI3LE XV

INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS
~

=========s;=c=a::;;l=ca:
N

.. . .

Verbal ., Scale:
Perf . u. * 10

Me

··s c 0;: ei '

ar1____S!f ---- --

DF

84.20

12.25

18

109.50

14.32

18

Performance Scale:
Perf. 0. 10 102 . 20

10.07

18

Ver. 0.

Ver. 0. **

10

10

89.40

14.20

18

:Full Scale:
Perf. 0. 10

91.90

10 . 83

18

Ver. 0 .

99.90

15.45

18

10

t

·- - - - ·- - - - -

Level

5.996

.001

3.638

. 01

2.011

.OS

*Performance Oriented
**Verbally Oriented

Discussion of Table Y:V:

The significant discrepance

between the tw o groups on the Verbal and Performance Scales
would be expected because of the factors of choosing the
members of the groups.

The discrepancy, however, hetween

the Full Scale results would appear to indicate that the
Verbally oriented group would be likely to exhibit
performance on the test

sup~tior

battery~

The fact that the t est b a ttery Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities appears to be heavily language oriented
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would indicate that it would favor the c h Uti with strong
verbal abilities.
!.!D?_othesis 3:

The verbally skilled Edu c at i o n ally Handicapped su b jects would no t pr. r f or m signific aT'.tly better on th e lan gtl!lf; c r e lated
Illinois Test of Psycholin ~ 11l s tic Abilities
than the performance ori o nl ~ J s ubjects.

The mean of the Scaled Scores for th (' Ve rbally and

...

Performance skilled Educationally Handi c app c J student s did
not differ significantly pn the Illinoi s Tes t of Psycholinguistic Abilities.

Table XVI presen te d the results.
TABLE XV I

COMPARISON C: MEAN OF SCALED SCO IU:; :;
===='"-=-~=====

· Scaled Scores
Grc~~---~

__ . .

~

- -SD

~'lean
DF
Level
--------------·-= - - - ---·
--

Perf. 0.

10

31.80

3.25

18

Verb. 0

10

33.00

2.45

18

1.0 92

ns

Discussio12.. of HyJ?othesis.J_: The finll i ng of no difference between the verbally and

performa n c ~

s killed Educa-

tionally Handicapped program on the mean SC 'l lcd scores indicatcd that neither group would be likely to be superior in
overall performance on the battery.

In v iew o f the discre-

pancy between general intellig en ce levels

an~t,

the heavy

lan guage orientation of the i nstrument, t h t; Perf ormance
group did not appear handicapped.
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It is suspected th a t the reported discrepancy bet\vc.cn
the full scale

int~lligence

quotients may not affect the

performanc e on the Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic
Abilities but that it may be per tin e nt to focus on the
Verhal versus Perf ormance discr epancy as being the more
important difference bet-1veen th e groups.

Deviations between

groups will be reported as differences between groups and
the "differcncc based on the Full Scale scores tre a ted as
secondary in i mporta nce.
H~pothesis

3a: The verbally skilled subjects would not
perforffi significantly bet ter on the
Auditory He c eption .subtest t hvn the perfo rmance orien ted subjects.

No significant difference was found betl,T cen the Verbal
and Perf ormance gr oups on the Aud i tory Rece p tion subtest.
Table XVII

presents the mean of both groups which did not

deviate significantly.
TABLE XVII
COMPARISON C: AUDITORY RECEPTION

Group

N

-SEaf ec1 Scor es
J-.·iean
SD
tF"

t

Perf. 0.

10

32.90

5.75

18

Ver. 0.

10

32.70

6.53

18

0.1.01

Level
ns

====================================-
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_Discussion of liy_pothcs:i.s 3a: Both the Verbally
orient ed Educationally llandicapp ed s tudents and the Performance skill ed obtained simil ar s cores on the Auditory
Reception subtest.

Th e previou sl y reported significant

difference between the Education a lly Handicapped subjects
and the normative population on thi s subtcst illustra t ed
the general difficulty these s tud ents ha d on the subte st.
This difficulty docs no t appear to be associated with
either Verba l or Performance strengths.
Hvn0thesis 3b: The verbally skilled su b jects woul d not
perform significantly better on the Visua l
Reception subtest th a n the performance
orient ed subjects.

~--------

Performance on the Visual Recep tion subtest d ici not
differ s ig:nificantly between the Verbal and
groups.

Pcr f o n~ a nce

Statistical data presented in Table XVIII illus-

trates the findings.
TABLE XVIII
COMPARISON C:

VISUAL RECEPTION

------

·· Se al eo-s-cor es
~G_r_o_uAp_______________
M
_e__a_n____ SD
DF
N
Perf. 0.

10

36 .20

7.07

18

Ver. 0.

10

35.40

4.20

18

t

=======
Level

ns

0.337

_

,

Discussion of

llypothe~~~?_:

_____

_ , _ ". - -

No discrepancie s were

note d between the perfo rmance of the Educational ly l!andi-
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capped and the normative popu lation on Compar :is on A.

Neither

the Verbally ori ented or Performance skilled students had
difficulty wi th the

subt e~~t.

As di scussed in Comparison A, children with learning
problems often develop skill in
-ga in information.

11

re adi ng" pictures to

It would appear that no differences

exist which . depend upon verbal or performance orientation.
HypcYthes is _3 c: The verbally skilled subjects would not
perfo rm si gni fi cantly better on the
Auditory-Voc al Association subtest than
th e performance oriented subjects.

No significant differe nce was noted between the
Performance oriented and Verbally skilled students on the
Auditory Associ a tion subt est .

The mean of the subtest

scores is presented in Table XIX.
TABLE XIX

COMPARISON C: AUDITORY ASSOCIATION
Scaled Scores
Mean
SD
DF
§ro~- - --~----ln,,
32.20
18
8.36
Perf. o.
Ver.

o.

10

36.40

t
1. 486

Level
ns

18

6.28

Discu s_sion of Hypothesis 3c:

A significant discre-

pancy existed betwee n the Educationally Handicapped and the
Norming group on this subtest.

However, the difference

observed betw·een the Verbal and Performance groups did not
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reach a level of significance.
Th e subject with superior Verbal skills would have
appeared likely to obtain a superior score on this subtest
which is heavily loaded in the language factor. but the
performanc e oriented subjec ts did not have difficulty with
it as may have b een anticipated.

The activity is stimu-

lating a nd the it ems interesting and the children maintained good attention.

_______

Hypothesis 3d:. The verbally skilled subjects w~uld not
perform significantly better on the VisualMotor Association subtest than the performanc e orien ted subjects.

_;_._

Performance on the Visual As sociation subtest did
not differ significantly between the Verbal group and the
gr oup.

Performa~ce

An illustration of the results may be

found in Table XX.
TABLE XX
COMPARISON C: VISUAL ASSOCIATION

9rOUJ2.__

N

Perf. 0.

10

Scaled Scores
Mean
SD
DF
31.90

6.52

t

J. 0

33.00

4.54

Discussio_n of Hypothesis 3d:

--·- --

18
0.500

Ver. 0.

Level

ns

18
Tl.e Educationally Handi-

capped subjects in general had difficulty on this subtest
which required a v is ual analogy type of t ask .

Although the
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Verbal and Performance groups did not differ on the

task~

the means were similar to that of the experimental subjects in general.
Difficulty on this subtest was noted particularly
on the second type of task in the su btest.

The students

.experienced no difficulty in noting which objects were
rel at ed whe n a stimulus figure appeared in the center
sur~ou n ded

by four choices.

The sec ond task required the student to discern which
of fou r choices was related to the stimulus figure in
the same was as an illustration.

The students did not

perceive readily the difference in task although it was
appropriately demonstrated,

They initially would proceed

utilizing the new process, but when they did not readily
perceive the relationship they would choose the figure wi th
the strongest relationship to the stimulus.

No differences

between the groups under consid e ration were apparent .
The verbally skilled subjects \voul d not
perform signific a ntly better on the Verbal
Expression subtest than th e performance
oriented subjects.
The difference in performance between the Verbal
group and the Performance group on Verbal Expression was
not significant.

Both groups appeared to have considerable

difficulty with the suhtest which was observed in the
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Mean presented in Table XXI.
TABL E XXI

COMPARISO N C:

VERBAL EXPRESSION

ScalcCl Sco res
___SD_ ____ DF

~~-----~'~_
T _ _ ~-lean

Perf. 0.

10

27.30

3.41

18

Vcr. 0.

10

27.60

3.7'!.

18

0.257

.. '

= =·

Lev el

t

ns

-

___
Discussion of Hypothes_is

3~:

The Verb a l Expression

subtcst requires the subject to respond to four objects
in a "discrete," "relevant)' ; and "approximately factual"
manner.

This task appeared most di ff icult fo r both the

Verbally skilled and Performanc e oriented groups.
Differences in performance did not exist betwe en
the groups but difficulties were noted in several areas:
(1)

the Eclucationally Handicapped subject had d:i.fficul ty

organizing verbal material;

(2) the objects were very

stimu l ating to the students and they appeared to be
distract e d by them; and (3) the lack of recall of those
qualities mentioned in the demonstration.
l!vnothesis 3f: The verbally skilled subjects 11ould not
perform signi f icantly better on the Ma nual
Expression sub t cst than the performance
oriented subjcctt.

::..:..L£...:..----~---

The Performance group differed slightly from the
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the Verbal group on the Manual Expression subtest.

The

performa nce group obtained a sup e rior score when compared
to the Verbal group but the diffe re nces did not reach an
acceptable leve l of signi f icance.

The subtest i nformation

is illustrated in Table XXII .

TABLE XXII
COMPARISON C:

MANUAL EXPRESSION

Scaled Scores
Mean
SD
DF

Group
Perf. 0.

10

34.30

Ver. 0.

10

30.20

6.12

18

1. 9 8 7
4.31

Performance and Verbal groups

Level

t

• 10

18

~pproached si~i fi ca nce

did not meet t he accepted l level.

but

The Performance group

had less difficulty with the pantomime type than the Verbal
group.
Th e children in the Verbal group had considerable
difficul ty in expressing themselves through movement.

They

frequently attempted to verbali ze th~ acti~ity and often
commented on it and had to be prompted to act .
The verbally skilled subjects 1rwuld not
perform signific a nt l y better on the
!·Grammatic Closure subtest th a n the p er formance oriented subjects.
The comparison of the performance of the Ve r bal and
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Performance groups revealed a si gnificant difference on
th e Grammatic Closure subtcst.

The Verbal groups per-

f ornwnce was grossly super i or to that of the Performance
group on the subteat as illustrated in Table XXIV.

TADLE XXIV
COMPARISON C: GRAMMATIC CLOSURE

.
Group

N

Perf. 0.

10

Scarecr Scores
Mean
bD
DF
24 . 50

12.00

18

35.20

4 . 62

18

t

Level

2.665

Ver. 0 .

10

Discussion of Hypothesis 3g:

.02

The Gr ammatic Closure

subtest measures the child 1 s ability to acquire automa tic
habits to handle the redundancies cf oral language.

An

oral response is required to both a visual and auditory
stimulus.

The tasks involve the filling in of

sup ~r l a tives,

prepos itions, and appropriate verb forms in sentences with
blanks.
The Verbally skilled students scored close to the
nor mat ive mean of 36.00 scaled score.

They demonstrated

no difficL;l ty in re spondin g to the task.
In contrast, the Perf orma nce oriented students
encountered considerable difficulty with the task .

They

did not a ppear to utilize context clue s and tended to respond
to the pictures.

One example was the stimulus figure of an
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empty glass followed by a glass of liquid.
st:i.mulus is "NoH the gla ss is ____.''

The auditory

The frequent response

of the children who experienced d iff iculty with the item
was ''milk" instead of the appropri at e respo nse of "full"
The performanc e skill e d subjec t s gene ra lly had difficulty with Gr ammati c Clo su re sub tes t because of:

(1)

inappropriate responses triggered by the visual stimu lus;
(2) ·inability to utilize the auditory clues; and (3) an

apparent difficulty with long term recall of habitu a l
language

p~tterns.

Hy_pothesis _3h: The verball y skill ed sub·j ects \vould not
p erf orm si g ~ificantly beitet on the
Visual Closure subt es t than the pe1·forma nc e
oriented su bj ect.
A s ignifica.nt discrepancy was nrJted between the

performance of the Verbally skilled students and the
formance skilled students.

Pe~

The Performance or iented sub-

jects obtained significantly higher scores on the Visual
Closure subtest reported in Table XXIV.

TABLE XXIV
COMPARISON C:

____h_r

Gro~..._f:

VISUAL CLOSURE

Scaled Sc ores
Me.an
SD
DF
3 5. 30

5.42

18

30.40
Ver. 0.
10
- - -------- ·- --===:==::==

2.62

18

Perf. 0.

10

f

2.695

Level
.02
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Discussio~

of ilypot12esis 3h:

In Compari son A,

the Educationally l-la ndic oppcJ subjects were found to
perform significantly belcH the nor mative population on. the
Visual Closure subtest.

The mean for the Performance

skilled Educationally Handicapped subjects i.s consid e r ably superior to the Verbally oriented subjects.

The

Performance Mean would not differ significantly from that

..

.

for the normative population .
The skills required ' for this subtest include:

(l)

abil i ty to perform u nder the pressure of a timed test;
(2) skill in figure-ground perception;

(3) visual rec a ll

of stimul'Js figure ; and (4 ) organization of a searching
pattern.
The Verbally skilled chi l dren with learning problems
appeared. to h ave cliff icul ty with visual perceptual skills.
This totally visually oriented subtest was difficult
because:

(1) it required vi~ual closure skills; and (2)

strong visual memory.
The students Nith Performance skills were able to
perform effectively on the subtest because of their
strengths in spati al orientation, ability to utilize
picture clues, and apparent perceptual skills.
The verbally ski1led subjects wou ld not
perform signif icantly better on t he
Auditory Sequential Memory subtest than
the performance oriented subjects.
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The difference between the Performance and Verbal
groups mean scor es on t he

Audi t o ~ y

subt es t app ro <: ch ed s i gni :f :i c.an ce.
not acceptable the diff e1·e nce

Sequenti a l Memory
Al tho ugh the level was

be tK~en

the sco re s noted

in Ta bl e XXV illustrates t h e sup e riority of the Verbal

s ubje c ts on th is subtest.
TABLE XXV

...

AU ~IT ORY

COMPAR lS ON C:

SEQUENTI AL MHIORY

scarerc;cores·~--~·---

G :r o~p

N

Perf. 0.

1.lJn

Me an
33.40

SD

DF

7.4 2

18

t

Level

1.9 51

Ver. 0.

10

3 8 .30

5.90

.10

18

=== ====
cf Hypot~~~sis 3i: The Ve rb a l l y s k illed

-~---------- -=---=

Di~cussion

students demonstrated sup er ior ability even to those in
the normative populatio n considered in Comp a rison A on
auditory memory.

The strengths of the highly verbal

student s would logically be noted in the areas of verbal
recall an d echo type activities.
Chil d ren with learni ng problems hav e fr equently been
found to be defitient in the Automatic Leve l skills.

In-

eluded in these are the memory subtests of visual and
auditory memory .

Although the Educationally Ha ndicapped

subje ct s in general woul d be anticipate d to ha ve dif-
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finllty with the auditory memory su btest from the review
of the literature and the comparisons with chil dre n with
similar problems; therefore, it is important to note that
the Verbally skilled subjects do not demonstrate this
difficulty.
The Performance group had some difficulty in the
area of auditory memory.

The reported difficulty with the

Automatic functions described those Performance oriented
students mere appropriately than the verbal.
centered around:
stimuli;

The problems

(1) difficulty attending to verbal

(2) difficulty Hith sequencing of auditory

stimuli; and (3) inappropriate recall.
3j: The VeYbal:i..y skilled subjects 'dou ld. not
perform si gni ficantly better on the Visual

Hyp.:::_~hesi_s

Sequential Mem ory subtest t han the pe~
formance oriented subjects.
No significant differences were noted between the
Performance a nd Verbal groups on the Visual Sequential
Memory subtest.

The Scaled Score mean is reported in

Table XXVI.

TABLE XXVI

COMPARISON C:

VISUAL SEQUENTIAL MEMORY
c=a=recrsc orcs

·- -·- ----- - - ----- -;;c_-=-::::::.:;
· s~-

_0r~r_ ______ N ___ _l·1ean

Perf, Q,
Ver.
·----~-

o.

10

28.70

SD

DF

7. 73'

18

t

Oo569

10

30.20

7.55

Level

ns

18

--====e=r,...-

.,_.___
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Discussi.on of Hypoth esis 3j_:

The visual memory sub-

test was difficult fo r both the performance a nd verbal
subj ects.

Students with read in g prohlems were repo rted

to have considerable di ffi cul t.y >-'lith the visual memory
tas l-c: 16
(

J' - J .

'fhe pr ev ious edition of the I llinois Test of Psy-

cholin guj.stic Abilities differed considerabl y in the
· ..

.s timu1us figures on the subtest from this cu:crent version.
The t ask on the Experimen'tal Edition utiliz ed figures
which were r ecognizab le shapes which could be labeled
(language coul d be ass ign ed ) with ea se.

The rese arch in

the literature utilized this subtest and the reported
findings reported on the rev iew are based on that edition.

The problems apparent in the visual r e call task
may have included:

(1)

lack of visual recall;

difficulty in sequencin g of the figures;

(2)

(3) inability

to adapt to the new situation; and ( 4 ) insufficient concentr a tio n and attention abilities.
appr~arcd

Such characteristics

in both groups a l tlloL<gh the Verbally oriented

group scored slightly hi gher than the Performance s killed
group.
:.::.L...J;.
_the~is
_ _ ___ _ _
Jlvno

3k

The verbally skilled subjects would not
perform si gnific antly better on the Supplemcnt~~y
Test 1: Auditory Closure subtest than the perfo,mance oriented subjects.

16Kass, loc. cit., and Paras kev opoulos ~

.~·

c it. p. 191
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The verbally orient ed students obt ai ne d signif ica n tly superior score s h'h c n comparecl Hi th the performance skillccl stuclcnts on the Audi tory Closure subtcst.
Bo t h group s exhi bited significa n t ly lower scores than
th e normative population.

Table XXVII i llu st .r atcs the

statistica1. p.ro .f i l e s of both ,r.r
ouns.
>
L

TA13LE XXV I I

..

COMPi\RISON C:

AUDITORY CLOSURE

... Scal ec.lSco-res
e a n· --Si)·- --

DF
t
Level
Group _____;~------------------------------------------·-- ·- 21 . 70
Perf. 0. 10
6.56
18
, OS
2 . 148
Ver. 0 .
10
26 . 50
6.22
18
j\f

Discussion of Hypothesis 3k :

The verbal s tu dents

were s ignificantly more skilled than the performance sub j e cts on the Auditory Closure task .

Both groups had

app3r ent difficulty with the subtest as discussed in
Hypothesis l k .
The subtest r equired the student to suppl y the missing s ouncl f ollowin g an auclitory presentation of a word
with

s ounds missing .

Those students with au ditory crien-

tation (Verbal group) would be expected to do s ig n i ficantly
b ~tter

on the task.

It would not be expected for them
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to be inferi or to the pop u la.ticn on which the test was
norm ecJ.
The diff iculty f or the Educationally Handicapped
subjects on the subtest may h av e been rel a ted to t he ir
d iff i c u 1 t y i n : ( 1 ) ma in t a.i n in g sus t a. in e d at. tent ion ; ( 2 )
r e act:i.n.g to failure;

(3) diffi culty lvith aud itory sequenc-

in g; a nd ( 4 ) clos u re weakness.
· The <.b. ta is not available on this subt e st oth e r than
that which wa s collect ed on the normative population.

The

· subtest may be noted to be difficult for a large number of
chil dre n with r ea din g and general learning problems as
additional studies are
!.!Ypothesi s 3l:

r~port ed,

Th e verba lJ.y skilled sub jec ts wou..1.d not
perform si gnificantly better Oll thc.> Sup-plementary Test 2: Sound Blending subtest
than the performance oriented subjects .

A significant discrep an cy was noted between the Verbal
and Performanc e groups on the Sound Blending subtest .

The

pe rformance of the Educationally Handicapped students was
in a dd ition superior to that of the normative population.
Tabl e XXVII I presented th e data comparing the scaled score
me an s of both groups.
p_isc~s~ion

of Hypothesis 31: Th e Sound Blending subtest

was a new addition to the Revised Edi tion of the
Tes t of Psycholin.s ui s tlc /-.bilities.

Illin~is

Th e subtest moves
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rapidly and stimulates interest and the subjects appeared
to enjoy the task.

The student was asked to respond by

combining sounJ s spoken in sequence, but separated by a
half-second interval.
TABLE XXVIII

COMPARISON C:

SOUND BLENDING

Group

N

Scaled Score.
SD
Mean

Perf. 0.

10

39 130

6.23

Ver. 0.

10

4 5.70

2.10

-·-·

DF

·t

18
3.073

..

.

· ~

..

- ..

~--

Level
.01

- .. --··

The Verbal groups scored significantly higher than
the Performance group as would he ant icipa ted because
of the languag e strengths of the gr oup.

The verbally

oriented subjects had an advantage of: (1) auditory recall
skill; (2) experience with auditory attention; and (3)
reinforc eme nt because of their success.
The Performance group had si mi lar advantages although
to lesser degrees.

Both groups are likely to have experien-

ced considerable training in remedial reading, emphasizing
"sound it out" activities. This activity closely resembles
the tasks required for success in the Sound Blending sub test.
_Summa r y of Results of Comparison C:

The performance
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and Vcrhally skilled groups differed only on specific subtests.

The Performance skilled subjects exhibited superior

skills on the Visual Closur e subtest and approached significant superiority on the Manua l Expression

subtest ~

Those subtests which favored subj ccts v:i th Verbal skills
include d Grammatic Closure, Auditory Closure, and Sound
Blending .

Th e Auditory Memory

s~btest

approached signif-

icance favoring the Verbal subjects.
The Education a lly Handicappe d subjects in both groups
demonst ra ted superiority on the Sound Blending subtest
when compared to the scaled score mean for the normative
populatiCJn .
IV.

SUI-ft-.IARY

The Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities . distinguishes between the learning-modal skills of Educationally
Hand ic appe d children and the children in "average" classes.
The

c~efitier:cies

stud ent~:;

noted amon g Educationally Handicapped

are not confined to either the Represent&tional or

Automati c Level, as was noted in other identifiable groups.
Th(~

Ecl:1cationally Handicapped girls do not differ sif-

ni f icantly in their learning modes from the boys in the
progr a,ns.

The Verbally ori ented subjects were likely to be

succe ssful on more of the subtests than the Performance
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group; however, the latter group excelled in one area.
Difference s existed between th e groups a nd should be considered in pro gr am development.
The conclusions based upon the investi ga tion and
po ssib le recommendations for future rese a rch follow in
Chapter V.

. ..

CHAPTER

V

CONCLU SIONS BASED UPON THE INVESTIGATION AND
RECOMMENDAT IONS fOR FUTURE RESEARCH
This study utilized the Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities to discover the learning modalities
of children in programs for the Educationally Handicap-

.. .

ped.

Data were analyzed for the purposes of : (1) com-

paring the subjects with those in the normative population; (2) noting differences in the performance of
Educationally Handicapped boys and girls; and (3) comparing the verbally oriented Educationally Handicapped
boys to the performance oriented subjects.
Educatior:a lly Handicapped and Normative Group
The Educationally Handicapped subjects were compared
to the normative group to determine if sensory modal
profiles on the Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities
of the Educationally Handicapped resembled those of the
nanning group.

The s tucly demonstrated that s ignif ican t

performance differences did exist in nine of the twelve
sub tests and in the mean of the scaled. scores.

In eight

of the subtests the performa nce of the Educationally
Handicapp ed subjects was inferior.

In one subt.est their

pcrfo rreancc was superior to the norrning group .
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pducationally Handicapp e d Boys and Girls
It was apparen t th c.n there \vere a larger number of
boys than girls in the prog r ams for the Edu c ational ly
Handic app e d.

Th e re were sixty - t 1.vo boys eligible f or

inclu sion in the study and only twelve girls .

The dis-

parity betwee;:

tlH~

.c
"' 11 c ·~...., ~c:
J . "'r
~ . '\..•

exist rel at ive t o the learning moda lity

n

1

a ' 1 '·(..
.J· 1. b

groups raised th e qu.es tio n that dif -·

profil es between boys and girls.
A research s t udy wa s establi sh ed t o obta in comparitiv e senso r y modal information regarding the t wo gr ou ps.
The research co mpar iso n r evealed that no differences of
si gnificance existed between the two gr oups s enso ry modal
ptofil3s on the I llinois Te st of Psycholi ngu i stic Abiliti es.
Verb a l]:y_ Orient\~ cl

and Performan c e

O~iented

E ducat:i. on ;:ll~

.H andic apped Boys
The third comparison required analysis of those
Edu c at io nall y lh.nd icapp ed sub je cts who exhibited verbally
o r ie nted skills as measured by the Wechsler Intelligence
Scale £os:· Children \rersus those with pe rform ance oriente d
ski lls .

A f i fteen point discrepancy between the Verbal

and Performance Scale Intelligence Quotients was considered
as si gnifi c <lnt super iority of one scale over the other.
It Dppcared l ikely that t ho se s tudents with skill in the
Verbal Sca le would be superior in their l ear nin g modal
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profiles as measured by the Illiriois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities when compared to the performance
oriented students.
Signific ont differences exi3ted b etween the performance orie nt e d and verbally ori ente d groups on f6ur
of the t welve subtests.

The

verbally oriented subjects

were superior in thr ee subtes ts a nd t he

perfor~ance

oriented were superior in one subtest.

The total mean

of the scaled scores did not diffpr significantly between
the grot!ps.

I. CONC LUSIONS DRAWN FROM THE I NVESTIGAT IO N
The following conclusions were bas ed upon the r es ults
of the study.

Findings were presented under t hree sub-

heading s for each of the major hyp oth e ses, a s follows:

(l)

Interpretation for Iden t ificat i on Purposes; (2) Int erpretation for Placement;

and (3) Interpretation for Program-

ing.
~-o_m_p_a r

is on A: Edu c :1!: i c l2.a ll..Y_ll_a n d_ic_a_p_p_e_d_
a _n_
d _?_~_o_r_l_n_G_r_ou J2.

The Educationally !!a:;,_dicapped su b j ect s differed significantly from the normative

po~ulation 011

the Ill i nois Test

of Psvcholin gu istic Abilities 1n eight of the twelve subt e sts.

The subtcst.s, listed in orc.l e r of difficulty, arc presented
1n the A.ppentlix, Tables.
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These results diJ not demons t r ate a loJJlng on either
the Automatic or Rep res en ta tiorta 1 Leve 1 s fen· Etluca ti onally
J-Iantlicapped subjects.

h'h ile Educat ional J y

ll ; m~licappeu

subjects do demons trate u i fficulties in r eading this gr oup

was unlike the dyslexics r e por ted by Kass 1 ~nJ Paraskevopou 1 os 2 1 111 hi c h h a J. c G n s i d era G1 e c.l i f f i c u 1 t y \ -J • t IJ t h e Au to matic Leve l subtests.
The Educationally HandicappcJ subject s

~1ppeared

to

have nore skill in immedi ate Auditor)~ Sequcu t:iaJ. Memory
than those stuuents described in the li :t erature .

In

addition, the unusual abil ity shown in th e t' ollnJ. Blending
subtest was in sharp contrast to that of s .i.lnilar children
with learning prcblems .s uch as dyslexia a n(t ·eJucat io nal
retarJation.3
In_t erpre tation _for Id en tific a tion Purp o s e s.

The Illinois

Test of Psycholin guistic Abilities was effective in identif~ing

t~e

Educationa lly Handicapped subjects from the

normal population.

Administration of the b;:>. ttery as part of

the i de ntification procedure would effectiv(.;ly designate
the sensory lllCc.lal disabilities o£ c h ildr en diagnosed a s

lcorrine K<-lSS, "Psy cholinguistic Disahi. Lities of Children wjth Reading ProhJems ," Exceptional Chi. l Jre n, XXXII
(April, 1966), p. 539.
2 rarnsk ev o pOt!l os, loc. c1t.
3!/ "SS
J\d-

'

loc . cit .
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Educ<ltionally II andica ppe d.
The Educa tion ally Ilandicapped children are distinguished from the dyslexic children on the Illinois Test of
Psych.olingui..stic Abilities profile.

They hvve strength

in the areas rc<luiring Sou nd Blending and Visual Reception.

Difficulty in the areas of Auditory Memory and

Hanual Expression were minima l, in comparison to the
reported studies on dyslexic children. 4
Excessive dif fi culty in area s requiring Audi tory
Reception and Visual Memo ry as well as Grammatic and
Auditory Closure were appa rent.

The problems with the

Verb a l Expressi on subtest were not always apparent with
the highly verbRl children except that they had difficulty
organi zi ng their verbal expression and nppe:arcd to lack
in content and structuring.
The difficulty with f igure greund disturbance was
apparent on the Visual Closure subtest.

The Educationally

Handicapped subjects often could not sort out irrelevant
details from the total picture and locate the s i gn ificant
stimu]us.
J\ssoci a tional tasks \vhich rzquired sorting of stimuli
and duplic ati on of relationships were equally difficult for

4Ibicl.
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the subjects.

The matchinr; of analogous relationships

both visu.al and midi tory pointed ott t a weakness in the
Ecluc:J.tic·naJ.ly Ha ndicapped subjects.
Iden t i fi cation of candidates for future progr aming
would be more efficient and accurate if the Illinois Test
of Psycholinguistic Abilities were included in the initial
bRttcry.

In addition to the identification value of the

bgttcry, both placeme nt and programing would be facilitated .

Interpre!ation for Placemeyt Purposes.

Students are

currently assigned to progr ams on the basis of chronologic al
age and grade level and availability of space, once they
have been i denti fie d .

This method of grouping r e sults in

a numbe r of different le a rning problems being rep r esented
in each classroom .
Students placed tog e ther on the basis of their needs
for developing specific learning modalities would facilitate
programin g and allow extensive and concentrated remediation
to occur withou t dilution for deviant problems.
_!n~ e r p retatio n

for Pro graming

Purpo~es.

The develop-

me nt of programs to facilitate learning must begin wi th a
reco gnition of the various le a rning mod a lities a nd their
effect on information acquisition.

for inst a nce , students
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with deficits in

Visu ~l

Sequential Memory ar e unlikely to

leD.r n .t:: hrough present atio n of nu111ber facts on fl as h cards
or a ''look- say" approach to reading .

Student s wit h

defi c its in the .1\.uclito ry _Seque:nt.:i. a l Memory subt cst would
not respond approp riat e l y to extensive verba l dir e ctions.
Effe ctiv e programing for the Educ ati ona lly Handicapped
requir es pr e s entation of material to be learned through the
strong learnin g channels and concurrent developm en t of

th~

areas of we a kn ess.
The Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abiliti es allows
prog ram in g to proceed r ap idly and efficiently because it
sp e cifi e s the appropriate sensory modes to utilize for
prese ntati on of material and those

~vhich

need aucli t ional

5
. .
.
tra1n1ng
to b e e ff.ect1ve.

Comp ar ison B: _Educationally Ha ndi c ap pe d Boys and Girls
The comparison of the Educationally Handicapped boys
and girls did not reveal significant differences r e lated to
sex.

The proportion of girls and boys placed in th e progr ams

for th e Educationally llandicappeJ was t1velve to sixty-two,
respectively.
5

The low incidence of placement of girls in

Ma riann e Frostig. "Langu age Pro gr a,l. Based on the
Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities." Paper
dis trib u ted through the University of Ca lif ornia, Davis, 1964.
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sp e ci al programs is frequently obs e rved.
The only sub te st devia ti on r e lated to sex did not
reach an a c ceptable l evel. of s ig nific a nce for th e study.
The boys obtained superior sco r e s compar e d t o the girl s
on the Aud i tory Reception sub t. cs t at a . 10 1 eve 1 ',vhich
was not a n acceptab l e level of signif i c a nce for this
stu ely.
The differences in the nu mbers of boys and girls
found in Educat ion alJ.y Hand ic apped progrGms was not
expl a ined by this study, howeve r , it is i mportant to
note that t hose g irls identi f i e d and placed in Educat ionally !1andicapped pro gr ams had s imilar s e ns ory

moda J.i~y

difficulties to the boys in t he pro gr am. Pro grami_ng s
ther efo r e , for both groups would be diffe r ent only as
is dictated by the indiv idu a l
Co mpar~son

C:

§u~j ect ' s

needs.

Performance Ori ented and Ve rball y Oriented

The comp a rison between v erba lly oriented and pe rfo rmance oriented subjects on the Illinois Test of Psycholin guisti c Abil iti es was significant on f our of the twelve
subtests.
scor ~s

The difference b etw·e en th e mean of th e sc a le d

was not significant.

Verba lly ski lle d sub j ects score d signif ic ant ly higher
on the Grammatic Closu r e , Auditory Closur e , and Sou nd
Blendin g subtests.

All cf these areas r equi red utilization
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of the auditory learning mode .
To be designated verb al ly oriented the student hacl
to demonstrate stronger (minimum of f i fteen points) abi lity
on the Verbal Scale of the Wechsler th an on the Performance Scale.

A strong r esponse on the Verbal Scale required

re ca ll of information received aurlitorally anJ appropriate
utiliz ation of verbal language.
the

~ u~ito ry

The strengths noted on

recall and gramma tical tasks would, ther efore,

be logical.
The Auditory Closure subtest was still difficult

for

the verbally s k illed but not as si gnificant a prob lem as for the performance oriented.
simple fo r bot h

gro~p s

Sound Blending was

and th eir skills significant ly sur-

pa ss ed the population norm.

Specific training in blendin g

is likely to have occurred f or these children with learn ing
problems .

Although they ;nay not be able to supply the

sounds the mselves, when the sounds are supplied for them
the response is facilitated.

Children wi th l earning prob-

lems l earn to take advantag e of every opportunity of succeeding and to u tiliz e all the clues availabl e to them.
The performance orient ed boys appeared superior to the
verbal
ability

P 'Oi tp

on the task requiTing visual closure.

a ::;~;o r.ia.t cd

The

1vith this task is similar to one included

within the Pe rform a nce Scale of the Wechsler Scale.

The

1 21

nbility to sec relation s hips b e tween puzzle piece s anJ blo c k
d esig ns may be very s imi l a r to the fi gure grouncl type of
activity r eq uired for the Vis ual Clo sure su bt est .
Interpr 2ta tion- for ------Jdent ificnt
io n Purnoses. The in f or-- · -· -·· · -·-------~--matj("'n availo..ble on th e child ren i dentif ied a s EducationaJ.ly
.

Ha nd icap pe d indic ated that most had been administered th e
Wechsler Scale.

This in f ormat ion was ge ne rall y ava ilable on

the students f or diagnostic use.

Th e discrepancy between

th e Verbal Sc a le and Pe rform an ce Scal e could be discerned
fro m the av ai labl e inf ormation, and if one we r e awa re of
the factors i nvolved in e ach scale, some gross learning mod~lities : co~ld

be discerned.

The addition of the Illi no is Tes t of Psy cl1olinguL; tic
Abilities t o the identificati on battery woul d accompli sh
several purposes:
st~engths

( 1) v erif ica t ion of gTos s p erf ormance

and weaknesses; (2) develop me nt of a sp e cific

le r:. rning mo dal ity profile; (3) interp re tation for programing , ·and (4) possibil ity of gr ouping fo r str e s s on specific
modality development.

cr epancies existing between th e verb a l l y orient ed and
performance ori e nt ed Educationally !Iancl ic app e d boys, it
wou ld be app ro pria te to grou p children with s i milar profiles
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for the purpose of developin g a program to meet th eir need s .
The teacher of the Educationally !land icappeu chiluren
must prepare individual lessons f or the children in her
pro gra m to meet their s pec i fic needs.
grou p e d a ccordin g to th e ir

profil~

If children were

of strengths and weak-

nesses, it would f a cilitat e pro gram plannin g and allow for
effici ent and creative use of sta f f time in plannin g and

.

...

imp l e!li cnting the pro gram .
.I.uterpreta t ion for

Pro g r~2~i ng .

Students with strong

verb a l abilities should be grouped in a program which woul d
develop skills in visual recall and organization of visu al ly
pres;:mtcd mat e rial.

Subject matter wouJ.u be pr·esentecl pr i··

marily throu gh t he auditory channels so that the stu Jent
could remain current with his grade level arid would have the
appropriate experience

to return effectively to the reg-

ular classroom.
The performance oriented student should profit from
& strong pro gr am to develop verbal and auditory skills and

recall.

/1..

multikinesetic approach to subject matter would

be most likely to assist him in continuing to gain information and experien ce.

Films and other visual media would

be appropriately utilized for this purpose.
Teachers could develop appropriate me thods for reaching
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the chi lrl with 1 earning p:co b lems in the class room if the
range of problems were limited anrl the specific nature of
the disabilities were discerne d .

The Illinois Test of

Psycholin gui stic Abilities specif ical ly profi les the i ndi vidu a l students strengths and weaknesses in terms of learning modalities and should be utilized effectively to develop progr ams for remediation of learning problems.

II . RECOMMENDAT IO NS FOR FURTHER RESEARCI-l
This study was concerned only with the question of
identification of sensory modal abiliti es of Educationally
Handicapped children.

A number of proposals for £Ether

research may be indicated, such as:
1)

The assessment of pr es chool children to

determi~e

the development of psycholinguistic skills and
the relationship to later school achievement.
This recommendation would suggest the initial
testing with a fel l ow-up

on the same subjects

to determine school achievement in reading and
arithmetic skills at the end of first grade.
Should the Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities be found effective in predicting learning problems then early training for ident ified students
may be effectively instituted.
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2)

A study to develop pro grams to remediate learning modality d eficiencies.

Pre-testing of the

subjects with the Illi ilo i s Test of Psycholinguistic
Abilities, Wech s ler In te lligence Scale fo r Children, and the Be nder Ges talt and Wi de Ran ge Achievement Test would be indicated to determine not only
the sensory modality d i fficulti es but the effect
of the sense channel de ficiencies on other instruments. Following administration of the program
for a minimum of eight months the previously administ e red test battery shoul d be repeate d for
analysis of ach i evement and ab ility .
3)

Developm ent of ;;tateri c. l s which st r c s s sp ecific
learn i ng modalities wh i ch can be ef fectively implemented in the regular school program. Evaluation
might proceed as recommended in the previous
stur.ly.

4)

Follow-up of children who have received remedial
assistance, to determine the stability of their
functioning durin g the subsequ ent f our years.

5)

Division of a group of Educationally Handicapped
students who have b een administer e d the Illinois
Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities.

Assi~nment

of

one gro'.lP to r ema in in their curr ent Education a lly
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Handicapped pro gram anJ. in which the teacher was
unaware of the results of the Illinois battery,
one group Nhich r ema ins in the Educationally Ha ndicapped program but in which the teacher is made
well aware of the sensory modality deficiencies of
the students, and one group which would receive
only specific training in learning modality develop-

. .

ment but would remain in their regular class .
Comparison of these groups of childr en in terms of
their sensory modality growth as determined by the
Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities and
achievement battery would give indications regarding
optimum programin g.
6)

Analysis of Educationally HandicappcJ children by
age groups.

Would there be a different sensory

modal profile for the six year old subject than
the ten year old subjects? 1-Iow does age and passibly maturation, affect the child with learning
problems?
7)

Extension of the normative data available on the
Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities would
be valuable. It may be that the instrument can be
effectively used in its current form with children
up to the age of thirteen.

Such data would be most
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helpful in diagnosing learning problems with the
children between the ages of t e n and thirteen.
I I I.

SU ivfMAR-t

This study has desc ri h ed the learnin g modality profiles
of Educationally Handicapped .-::hiltlren as measured by the
Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities.

..

The profiles

of the EJ.ucati.onally Handic:1pped c hildren differ significantly

from that of the normativ e popula t io n.

It

~

felt

that this difference may be responsible for the learning
problems that the students are exp eriencing.

The specific

subtest information would, therefor e , he hel pful to t he
teachers, psychologists, administrators, an d parents as
they attempt to understand: program and help children with
learning problems.
It is imperative that the subtest profiles be utilized
if one is to be effective in understanding the learning
modalities of the individual child.
or Psycholinguistic

A~e

The mean scaled score

could be as meaningless and grossly

misused as has been the intelligence quotient .
Programing and identific a tion can be effectively and
easily jnstituted by observing the relationsh i p between the
subtest scores as they
ren.

reflect the abilities of the

child~

Information and educatio>1 can be channeled through

1.27

the most

adequate sensory modes concurrent with develop-

mental training of the deficient modes.
The Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities
which identi f ies sensory modality
able for educators to use.

The

d~ficiencies

is avail-

relationship between

learnin g modality functioning and educational retardation
is becomin g apparent.
· ,

Once recognition is given to the

critical role that the sensory modalities play in the

.

learning process, certain types of learning disabilities
will become extinct and children with these problems will
be successful because educators know how to "teach" them
how to "learn."

...
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CARMICHAEL, CALiFORNIA 95603

•

May 1, 1969

De ar Parenr:
The San Juan UnifiC:!d Sdwol District is participating in a prograrn to ev2.luate
th e comrnunic a tion ab iliti es of children enrolle d in Educati onally Handicapped
classes.
· In this program some you.ngsters will be asked to participate in a language ·
evaluation which w ill take approxirnate ly one hour. The evaluation will be
done at school, dur5.ng school hours. It is expected that this study w ill begin
around the first of May and be concluded early in June of 1969.
If you have no objectio ns to your child being included in a list from which the
participants will be selected., please sign the consent iorrn below and return
it to the school at your ea:diest conveni enc e .

Sinc erely yours,

/~

/

.

, ./ . , .

(.::;/') ?+'t {. . . ~~~-~ ~~k\.'{..;/
RALPH RICHARDSO N
Director of Special Education

I hereby con:::em to my youngster being included for possibl e selection
abo·vc.:: ·-outlined prograrn.
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-------·- ------
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F I GlJRE

A

ILLI NO I S TEST Of PSYCIJOLINGUISTIC ABI LI TIES
SUDTEST COMPARISO NS

-=----=---------------- - -====--- - -·Experimen t a l Editi on
Auditory Decoding -.

Revised Edition

o

•

•

•

.Auditory Reception

Visual Decoding . . . . . . . •• Visu al Reception
Auditory--Vocal Assoc.i.a tio n . . , . Auditory Association
Visu& l Association

Visual- Motor Ass oci at ion .
Vocal Encoding .

.

'·

, . . Verbal Expression

Motor Encoding .

. Manual Expression

Auditory-V ocal Automatic . .

.G ramma tic Cl osu r e

Auditory-V ocal Se que ncing
Visual- i'- tc•tor Sequencing . .

Auditory Sequential Memory
• Visual Sequ e n ti a. l ]1!em ory

Visual Closure
Auditory Closure
Sclu :a d Blending
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fiGURE B
SCHOOLS \VITI! EDUCATIONALL Y ll/\!'!DICAPPED SUBJECTS
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